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• Kevin Boehnlein 
ADJ, IINT8R 1AKTIVI 
{OF TWO PEOPLE OR 
THINGS) INFLUENCING 
OR HAVING AN EFFECT 
ON EACH OTHER. 
LIFE I S FULL OF IN T ERACT ION. WE IN T ERACT WITH 
OUR GADGETS, OUR FRIENDS, OUR PROFESSORS, AND 
STRANGERS. WE TRAVE L TO FAR OFF LANDS. WE EXPRESS 
OURSELVES THROUGH INSTAGRAM AND TWEETS . OUR LIVES 
CAN BE DEFINED BY HOW WE ENGAGE WITH EVERYT HIN G 
AND EVERYONE . IN THESE PAGES, THE REDWOOD HAS 
DOCUMENTED OUR CONNECT IV ITY. FROM STOR IE S 
OF STUDENTS BOND ING IN EL SALVADOR, TO PAGES 
SHOWCASIN G OUR YEAR IN SNAPC H ATS, THE REDWOOD 
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LEAVEY OF SCHOOL BUSINESS 
....... 
• Ashley Cabrera 
. ............ . ......... ............... 
.. ................ . 
This edition of The Redwood shares the stories of an exciting year 
here at Santa Clara University. We all entered as students at Santa 
Clara seeking to contribute to the Santa Clara community while adding 
to our personal stories along the way. This was a year of Defining. 
Refining. and Combining our Bronco experience. 
Throughout the course of our time at Santa Clara. we l1ave discovered 
and liveci out our passions as students of competence. conscience. 
and compassion. Be it in a sea of Ruff Rider shirts on game day, a 
quiet cairn of the Mission Church on Sunday. or t11e laughter of friends 
on Wednesday. we have lived out the Bronco spirit to its fullest. 
We hope tl1at this copy of The Redwood will always remind you of the 
memories you had made in a year that was foundational in your life as 
a part of our Santa Clara tradition. 
As tt1e graduating class of 2014 knows, when you leave for a future 
outside Santa Clara. you will take with you the fond memories of the 
SCU traditions you helped to create. Look forward to the acJventures 
ahead and continue to leave a legacy as a Bronco for life. 
Congratulations on finding the YOU in SCU. 
It is always a great day to be a Bronco 1 
J UDITH MARTINEZ 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
CLASS OF 2D 1" 
RYAN SMART 
STUDENT BODY VIC[ PRESIDENT 
CLASS OF 2U 1 •l 
1 
5 A LETTER FROM THE PRESIOENT 
• Ryan Selewicz 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Brandon Clark '15 
takes direction from 
coach Keating . 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
A fan approaches 
Julian Clarke '15 
for a high-live. 
Q Ashley Cabrera 
Evan Roquemore '14 prepares 
for a shot during the St. Mary's 
game on February 22. 
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0 Ashley Cabrera 
John McArthur '14 
and Yannick Atanga 
'15 stopped for a 
photo to remember 
their last practice 
before heading to 
their game in Vegas. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
A young Ian asks 
Robert Garrett '15 
for an autograph. 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM 
BONDS IN AND OUT OF LEAVEY 
Support is something that the men's basketball team knows a lot 
about. Aside from sharing the court in Leavey together, the players 
gather for meals in Benson, attend other sporting events as a team 
and many call each other housemates, but the most popular activity 
for the team when they aren't playing or practicing is video games. 
"Video games are our biggest tool for bonding," Denzel Johnson 
'15 said. 
Basketball takes up a lot of energy, so gaming helps them unwind 
and strike up some friendly competition. Playing against one another 
brings out the individual competitor, which the team pushes aside 
when they trade their gaming controller for a basketball. 
Robert Garrett '15 first picked up a ball at age five and decided at 
age ten that he loved playing. Garrett went on to make it a goal for 
himself to play basketball during college. SCU is the only campus he 
visited when applying and he remembers loving it instantly. 
"Going through college being an athlete has been interesting. I've ran 
into people and met people I didn't think I would meet," Garrett said. 
After the Feb. 15 game against USF, Garrett received a congratulatory 
hug from someone he didn't even know while he walked down the 
street. Many of the players have similar run-ins. The student body 
takes notice of the players and recognizes them on and around 
campus. In turn, the players definitely sense the student support 
when they step foot on the court for a game. 
"Its amazing. I don't think the fans really know how much of a difference 
they make in how we play," Johnson said. 
Family support is another element that keeps Johnson pushing 
himself. His parents have never missed a home game ever since he 
signed up to be a Bronco. Johnson's parents travel from Fresno, CA 
to watch their son. 
Athletes at SCU become each other's extended families and 
communities. 
"Going through the journey of a season wears on you, and to do it 
with somebody, it automatically creates a bond-going through the 
struggle together is what makes us so close. Because it is definitely 
difficult," Johnson said. 
The difficult ies are easy to take when you enjoy what you do. The 
team's determination and the time they dedicate to one another show 
how much they love the game. 
Life after college consists of question marks, but one thing for sure is 
that Garrett hopes to continue playing basketball among "just being a 
young man, trying to find his way in this world." 
Finding one's place after college might seem daunting for some, but 
without a doubt, the court in Leavey has become a center of focus 
for the team. 
COPYWRITER; ASHLEY CABRERA DESIGNER: BERNICE WANG 
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CHARGING FOR THE 
BASKET 
A FAMILY ON AND OFF THE COURT 
Through trials, the Women's Basketball team persevered and lifted each other 
up. If one teammate did not have the best game individually, they continued 
to grow as a team, making them a bigger threat this season, and ult imately 
complimenting each other's skills. They have a real sense of sisterhood and 
have not only grown as a team but have become a band of sisters. 
"We love hanging out with each other and have become a family," Ricki 
Radonovich '14 said. "Of course we see each other in practice, but we 
don't just build our team there." 
This group not only works to better themselves but also shows selflessness 
when it comes to helping the community. 
"The team had just lost a game against Pepperdine and we had some time 
before our next game," Raquel Avila '16 said. "Coach told us were going to 
go help a high school team who was also feeling discouraged" 
Even when the team had just lost a game, they took the opportunity to 
help outside the Santa Clara community. Their friendships on and off of 
the court worked as the mortar for their team. Without this mortar and 
the encouragement they receive from one another, they would not have 
progressed to where they are today. 
'There's so much more when your best friends are your teammates because 
you see each other in your best in your worst," Radonovich said. "With all of 
those experiences we grow as a team and as individuals." 
The Women's Basketball team shows that cohesiveness in a team doesn't 
just come from playing the sport but from the bonds that are made through 
hardships and friendships. 
ATHLETIC::$ 
0 Taesu Pak 
Marie Berthold! '17 
backs her oponent 
down to score a 
basket. 
ITER TAESU PAK 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
0 Taesu Pak 
Nici Gilday '15 
passes the ball over 
her defender to an 
open teammate. 
O Taesu Pak 
Seniors gather on 
the court during 
the last basketball 
game to celebrate. 
D1:SIGNER CHRISTOPHER ALVARADO 
IO Jessy Frydenberg 
Attacker Sarah 
Barry '1 7 looks 
for a teammate 





Toy ' 15. catches 
the pass fr.om a 
teammate. 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Mid-fielder Erik Risa 
'17 takes hold of the 
ball in a game ln 
early March. 
0 Jonathan Tadros 
Seniors on the 
women's lacrosse 
team celebrate their 
senior game after 
a key win over UC 
Davis on April 4. 
6 Jessy Frydenberg 
Victory came for the 
Bronco women during a 
match against UC Davis. 
ATHLETICS 
THE FASTEST GAME 
ON TWO FEET 
LACROSSE 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CLUB LACROSSE 
HAVE COMPETITIVE SEASONS 
Men 's and women's lacrosse are two of the most competitive club teams on campus, 
with the teams this year being distinct from previous years. 
"The team is greai this year. It's actually one of my favorite teams so far. It's different 
than past years as there's not a single dominant player that rules the field," Dana Kilsby 
'15 said. "Other people have stepped up and the entire team is more rounded and 
everybody contributes. If someone is having a bad day, someone else is there to get that 
point or that defensive steal that we need." 
"A lot of our rookies are very talented. We have a brand-new goalie, the first game she 
ever played was with us, "Kilsby said of Maggie von Massenhausen '17. 
The women 's team captains are Sofia Robinson '14 and Kathryn McCormick '14. 
The men's team has "a strong senior class of seven seniors, which in the past [they] 
haven't had, and a good class of rookies, ten freshmen, corning in . This year, the 
atmosphere is a lot more excitement," Joey Coleman '15 said. "As the season has 
gone on, the rookies have gotten more comfortable and they've been playing a lot more. 
We have a lot of depth." 
Team captains for the men's team are Scott Wheaton '17, CJ Toy '16, Daniel Bohnert 
'17 and Chris Barton '17. 
"We started off 3-0, the first t ime in almost a decade. Everyone's really supporting our 
new coach. This year everyone's backing him very strongly," Coleman said. 
A notable game this season for the men's team was against Loyola Marymount, when 
they beat them in overtime, after coming back from behind. They started the season on 
a good note. 
This added to the sport itself, which is already high-speed and exciting. 
"They call it the fastest game on two feet, it's very fast paced and I l1ave a blast doing 
it," Coleman said. 
"It's a great mix of speed and hand-eye coordination. You have to be super athletic to 
move around girls but you l1ave to also be there ready to catch and throw the ball really 
fast. It's also a team sport but you put a lot on yourself as an individual. If you drop one 
pass, then that's the entire team sprinting the length of the field to get back on defense. 
You have to win as a team but every individual has to be there to step up," Kilsby said. 
Building team unity and morale is done through socials and time spent together on and 
off the field. 
"We have team socials, especially before game days, that night we will hang out, watch 
the road together and spend a lot of time in hotels with each other." 
"We have practice four nights a week, we have some social events, like 
games, " Coleman said. "I think the best part is going on team trips, 
bus rides, things-like that, just getting to hang out with the guys for 
an extended period of time. It really helps when you get back on the 
field when you bond off the field ." 
"My favorite thing about the team is that a lot of us aren 't in Greek 
life, and having that group we bond so much, playing and practicing 
all week together. lt'·s more than just a sports team. We're really a 
group of guys who enjoy being around each other. It's fun having that 
aspect of a college experience," Coleman said. 
COPYWRITER & DESIGNER: V IVIAN STONEKING 
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the ball into the ne . 
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Garrat Johnson 
,16 passes 




ft Taesu Pak 
Matt Pritchett '14 
springs to make 
a save that would 
even the 0dds at the 
game against Brown. 
ll.THLETiC S MENS \\!J\IEP. POLO 
GET SET TO GET 
WET 
SYNCING WITH THE TEAM, EVERY 
SECOND COUNTS 
The Men's Water Polo team is one of the most close-knit groups on campus. 
After coming together over the summer and beginning practice, the team has 
had a long time to get to know one another. Through long flights to away 
games across the country or through every day practice, every second of 
every day made this team a more compatible unit. 
,. "We are an extremely tight group, kind of like a family," Evan Chang '16 said. 
"Tl1e more seconds with each other makes us a more tighter group" 
These individuals, whether family or not, treat each other as if they were all 
brothers and act as one unit to help become a better team. 
"I really enjoy being able to play with my brother and the team itself," Graham 
McClone '17 said. "The guys are awesome. They are great guys and fun to 
be around." 
the rest of the campus and other teams. They threw huge barbeques before 
their main Bronco tournament. People come and can have something to rally 
around. 
"It's been nothing but a privilege up to this point," Chang said . "It's great to 
have people who care what you work so hard for, and it always feels good to 
talk about it to people who may not know what the sport water polo really is 
or what it's about." 
Being part of this team has had a profound effect on the students who have 
dedicated time to make it better. Tl1e team not only gave them a closer bond 
with new friends, it created bonds that will last a lifetime. 
"It's just really fun getting those big wins and everything but when it comes 
down to it, all those guys are my best friends and I just love being around all of 
them" Mark Davis '15 said. 
By being part of a group that is a team sport these guys to spent endless hours 
together in order to sync up and work well together. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Graham McClone '17 winds up to 
pass the ball for a quick give to 
the center. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Matt Godar '16 taunts the 
goalie before he shoots 
to score a goal. 
R & DESIGNER: CHRISTOPHER ALVARADO 
OTaesu Pak 
The team gathers 
around the edge of . .......... : 
the pool to listen to 
the Coach Wilbur's 
pre-game strategy. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Elle Surber '16 
looks to pass the 
ball to the utility. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Claire Eadington '14 
shoots the ball at 
the goal to score 
a point. 
:······"········• 
0 Taesu Pak 
Erin Sheridan '16 
drives to the goal 
to score for the 
Broncos. 
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0 Taesu Pak 
June Afshar '14 
treads out of the 
water to block 
an attempt to 
score. 





BUILDING A TRADITION ONE 
STROKE AT A TIME 
The Women's Water Polo team uses a phrase "chalk talk" to 
describe the time when they discuss the plays they will be 
doing in practice, and plans for upcoming games. Chalk talk 
sets the theme and tone of practices. It makes it so there are 
less questions in the pool since the team can simply remember 
what was written on the board beforehand. 
"Sometimes we get off topic during chalk talk and joke around," 
said Ashleigh Bandimere ' 15. "You always hope for a really 
long chalk talk. That way our coach can get everybody on the 
same page." 
"Funny stories always happen during chalk talk." Michaella 
Parelius '17 said. "We all get dressed in the locker room and 
blast music before our coach gets there." 
"Pre-chalk talk is where a lot of the funny things happen; we 
have a lot of inside jokes," Paige Kohut '17 said. 
Fun t imes aren't just limited to practices. Out of the pool. the 
team has created a bonding experience that is unique and 
extensive. This year, the athletes spent more t ime doing a team 
bonding activity called "Burrito Dates." 
"We have ten freshman this year which is a huge freshman 
class so we're trying to reach out to them through Burrito 
Dates," said Ashley Letrich '14. "It started as going to get a 
burrito together and just talking with your younger person and 
now it's turned into a mentorship. With twenty-five girls it's hard 
to be close with everyone so this really brings people together." 
Along with this activity, a hike the team took at the beginning of 
the year gave the girls a chance to see each other out of their 
usual element and bond as practices were just getting started. 
"We stopped halfway along the hike and paired up with 
someone we didn't know very well . We said something about 
ourselves they might not know and then we played a game at 
the end," said Lauren Radich '15. 
These team bonding activities have brought the team to a new 
level of closeness tl1is year. "It's kind of like a sorority in that 
sense," said Caitlin Murphy '14. 
With the combination of intense practices, and a close knit 
bonding experience, the Women's Water Polo team was able 
to thrive and expand this year. 
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THE GOLF TEAM SWINGS THROUGH FALL 
AND SPRING SEASONS 
The Men's and Women's Golf teams are two small, but dedicated groups who love 
to bogie, birdie, and eagle their way through a course. The two teams practice and 
compete separately, but both have similar experiences of playing a traditionally individual 
sport in a team setting, The golf teams are composed of more players than the five that 
can compete. Because of this, before every tournament, qualifications have to narrow 
the team into the individuals who will be travelling. The lineup can be changed every 
single t ime. 
"In golf, it's whoever's playing hot that week you got to go with , Competing against eacl1 
other for tournament spots is pretty intense," Bobby Monaco '14 said. "It can be more 
stressful than the actual tournaments because you just want to go to the tournament 
and make the starting lineup." 
Despite tl1is competition, the team stays close througl1out the year by spending time 
together practicing and competing. The women's team is especially close-knit, which 
comes from being on the team and spending time outside of the sport. 
"We're best friends . We all live together and do everything together," Taylor Camany 
'14. "The traveling that we get to do has been really cool. It's an experience you can't 
really get anywhere else, and obviously doing it with your best friends is really fun." 
The season is spli t into a fall and spring season, due to the nature of golf being an 
outdoor sport. During t l1e year, the teams travel to a variety of golf courses, with Santa 
Clara's home tournament located in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico. 
"We get to play a lot of really cool courses in the area. Our coach, Robe1i Miller, does a 
really good job of getting us on a lot of prestigious courses," Monaco said. 
Both teams are considered to be "young teams" with more underclassmen players tl1an 
upperclassmen. Many of the underclassmen have regularly earned spots to travel and 
compete for tl1e team. 
The women's team has "four sophomores and one freshman and you see that group of 
underclassmen travelin to a lot of tournamentsver consistent! ," Caman said. 
Golf is a challenging sport. "You have to be mentally competitive every t ime you show 
up. You have to be working hard every day. You can't take a day off," Drew Miller '16 
said. 
The teams have l1ad some notable tournaments this year. 
The women's team "so far [has] had two team wins and thi-ee individual wins. It was 
probably one of the best seasons in school history. we set a bunch of records, like the 
lowes1 sct1ool tournament round," Camany said. 
"Our favorite tournament was Boise State's tournament. It was out· first win of the season 
and it kind of just set the tone for the rest of the year. We destroyed the field," Camany 
said. 
For the men's team, "even though the course in Cabo is right on the beach and tons of 
fun. our best tournament so far probably was our last tournament of the fall season, in 
Stockton, Pacific's tournament, we shot 17 under as a team," Tyler Kertson '17 said. 
Every player has their own reason for loving golf. 
"My favorite t11ing about golf is that no matter how bad you're playing you can always l1it 
a good shot." Kertson said. 
When asked what his favorite aspect of golf is, Miller simply said, "No refs." 
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0 Athletics 
Department 
Annie Freman '17 
follows through 
with her shot. 
0 Jonathan Tadros 
Casey Briggs '15 
smiles towards her 




Carlos Briones '16 
gets ready to tee 
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STRONG 
FOUNDATIONS 
BUILDING A SUPPORT 
SYSTEM ONE SWING AT A 
T.IME 
Santa Clara draws tennis talent each year, within the US 
and internationally as well. This year, most of the team was 
internationally recruited. 
"We've always gotten along really well ," llya Osintsev ' 15 
said. "It helps that we have three Russian-speaking guys on 
the team. We are all friends with each other." 
Even as recruitment was another tough process, with only six 
recruited players this year, the season still went well. Mikheil 
Khmiadashvilli '17 was just recruited this past summer by first 
getting into contact with the tennis coach, who has coached at 
Santa Clara for seven seasons now. 
"I first decided to come here because of the good weather and 
education," Khmiadashvilli said. "My ranking was 200 in the 
world and an ATP ranking of 700 which was ok for my age." 
Part of coming into a team is knowing that you are one member 
of a whole. 
"When I go out onto the tennis court for matches I think about 
the team and I want to win the match and act appropriately on 
the court because I'm representing the school," Khmiadashvilli 
said. 
This year, the tennis team had hoped for a better turn out at 
matches. 
"We don't have a lot of fans," Khmiadashvilli said. "Usually just 
families and parents when we do have fans. We don't get any 
students. I think tennis should get more fans." 
The men's tennis team struggled to recruit this year but found 
that the members that were recruited and walked on have 
gotten along great with the rest of the team, helping bring back 
the reputation of a strong tennis school. Though the fan base 
was lacking, the partnership of teammates that support each 
other picked up the slack of the student body. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
John Lambie '14 
reaches fol"'a 
winning shot .durihg 
the· UC Davis match. 
..-.... -..., 
,•'' 'i 
IOI Ashley Cabrera 
Mikheil Khmiadashvil li 
'1 7 winds up to return 
a shot back at his UC 
Davis opponent on 
January 18. 
ii 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
John Lambie '14 and 
llya Osintsev '15 
hang out before the 
start of their game. 
MEN'S TENNIS 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
John Lambie '14 
serves the ball 
during a home 
game. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Sam Bertram '15 
returns a shot from 
the opposing team. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
The team gear up 
tor the Fresno State 
game on February 16. 
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SERVE IT SMASH IT 
WIN IT LOVE IT 
THIS TEAM TALKS WITH THEIR 
RACKETS AND PLAYS WITH 
THEIR HEARTS 
Every college student knows that balancing classes. sleep and friends is 
tough, and adding a sport to the mix seems nearly impossible for most. Yet. 
the Women's Tennis team never lets their three-hour practices six days a 
week get the best of them. All the players agree that the hectic schedule of 
tennis has made them realize they can handle anything, which has helped 
them succeed both on and off of the courts. The tennis team brings a mix of 
talent and strong bonds to their game. 
"If we do not have to be on the courts for a game or practice on the weekends, 
we all want to have team hikes, dinners, or relaxation time together," Katie 
Le ' 14 said. 
For many of the players this focus and dedication was acquired long before 
they ever stepped foot on campus. 
"I've been playing tennis since the age of 4 years old. When the time rolled 
around for college I was looking for a school that not only had a well ranked 
pr,ogram, but also a friendly, happy-go-lucky team. and I found just that here 
at Santa Clara," Daniella Silva '17 said. 
Even with so much work these women were able to make friendships that go 
further than just hitting the ball back and forth. 
"The cheering on the sidelines is what really pushes me through difficult 
matches when I feel like I can not keep going, " said Le. "This has shown me 
the importance of going and cheering on my fellow Bronco athletes." 
The women attribute much of their success to the good feelings they have 
when on the court and support they feel from their team. 
iO Claire McBride 
Elaine Chesoni '14 
vol leys a ball to 
her opponent. 
-~ ~-- -· 
0 Claire, MtBride 
Doubles partners 
Daniella Silva '17 and 
Katie Le '14 position 
tbemselves for the 
opposing team's serve. 
l'l Claire McBride 
Nikki Wolny '15 
smashes the ball over 
the net in an attempt to 
score an ace against 
her opponent. 
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0 Claire McBride 
Chelby Cooke '16 sets up 
for a serve against the 
opposing team, LMU. 
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6 Malu Veltze 
Teamwork at 
its finest - the 
6 Jonathan Tadros 
The team takes 
on UC Davis in 
mid-February with 
a win of 27-22. 
men lilt their ... •······· ................ , 
teammates up 
in order to try 
and secure the 
ball. 
0 Malu Vellze 
Kyle Dunne '15 
helps his team 
take on SDSU, 
winning the 




RUGBY: A TEAM GAME 
HOW A LITTLE FUNDRAISING CAN 
HELP A TEAM GO THE DISTANCE 
As a club sport, men's rugby does lots of fundraising each year to keep up with 
the demands of traveling and playing on a competit ive level. This year, the team 
sent out parent and alumni letters asking for donations to support them. To get 
the word out about the team's schedule, banners and flyers were posted to not 
only advertise about upcoming events, but also to frame what club sports do 
in general. 
What separates men's rugby from other club sports is their relationship with a 
Jesuit brother, who sponsors the team and comes to watch them both practice 
and play. Their relationship became stronger as the athletes were invited to 
participate in a Bible study with the sponsor every Sunday at eight. The team 
appreciated this opportunity that they had in going to a Jesuit school and being 
able to bond in this way with other teammates. This added to cohesiveness of 
the team. 
"It's very social in that the team that you play with also very much your friend 
group," Matt Fitzgerald '17 said. "It's a close knit group of people." 
Ryan Chavkin '17 added, "Even though I was nervous my first game it's still 
been fun and a really good experience for me. Especially when you travel you 
get to know the other guys a lot better." 
With the help of the sponsorship from the Jesuit brother and additional 
fundraising. the rugby team could function financially and promote team bonding 
through the continuation of traveling and practicing. 
COPYWRITER: COURTNEY NEWELL DESI 
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0 Malu Veltze 
Loud yells and 
cheers of support 
came from the 
sidelines as their 
teammates played 
San Diego State in 
mid-February. 
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0 Wally Gonzalex 
The men's crew 
t¢am gets right to 
work at an early 
practice. 
0 Wally Gonzalez 
Synchronization 
is a key strategy 
thaJ the team 
focuses on each 
morning at their 
5 am practices. 
0 Briana Wise 
The Girl's Crew 
team tries not to 
get too wet as 





0 Wally Gonzalez 
With extreme 
strength, Eric 
DeFina '1 4 carries 





A COMEBACK COACH HONES IN 
ON RECRUITMENT WHILE COMMITMENT 
STRENGTHENS ON THE WOMEN ' S TEAM 
After taking time off, coach Jay Farwell returned in fu ll swing and his team is looking 
forward to the future they get to have training under his guidance. 
"Our coach has been really successful in the past and now that he's back I would 
suspect that we will be going to the east coast to compete in some regattas in the 
future," Sean Jackson '17 said. 
The San Diego Crew Classic was a race that put Santa Clara up against competition 
from all over the country, and was an opportunity to build the Santa Clara Rowing name. 
"Traveling that far with the team leads to lots of memorable moments off the water," 
Connor Moakley '14 said. 
"It's a strong community within the rowing team, where everyone has to be together all 
the t ime and get along with each other," Patrick Doyle '16 said. 
Coach Farwell looked into making more travel arrangements to places near and far, while 
focusing on recruitment. 
"Recruit ing every year is evolving, with coach Farwell putting in more recruit ing hours 
than ever before," said Moakley. "Finding highly motivated and natural athletes is as 
important as recruiting rowers." 
Increased commitment to the women's crew team l,as allowed it's members to be more 
focused during and have more fun together outside practice. 
"People this year are a lot more willing to come to practice every day and work hard 
and do the work that needs to be put in to be a better team. We're getting better each 
month, and even every practice we improve," Katie Bond '16 said. 
"I first saw rowing at the club fair and I wanted something to do so I thought I would try 
it. I thought it would be really good for me to stay active and with the early practices 
I have to stay motivated and get up and get going in the morning," Chandler 
Gill '17 said. 
"There's a huge difference from four years ago until now. The drive of 
the girls is a lot stronger now," said Katherine Kilmer '14. "What 
I love about this team is that there's not really a division between 
the upper and lower classmen. We have eight seniors on the 
team, three of which are captains. We all try to be leaders 
and role models to the younger girls." 
While the men's team welcomed back their coach and 
focused on recruitment, the women's team strengthened 
their commitment to the sport of rowing and found its heart 
from their commitment to each other. 
0 Briana Wise 
Britney Beirne '15 
smiles for a photo as 
she carries the paddles 
back to the shed. 
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SWING ING 1-1 HOME 
FROM THE DORM TO THE DUGOUT 
After spending many hours of their daily lives together, the baseball team has 
become more than a team. They have become a family. Whether they are 
together on the field or are just hanging out in their rooms, this group has 
united to support each other and their community. 
"We are the Santa Clara baseball team and we worked hard to get to this 
point," Kert Woods ' 16 said . "But we also work hard to support the other 
teams on campus and we are avid supporters of the Ruff Riders. 
The baseball team, although busy, not only spend time reaching out to the 
Santa Clara community but also to the Bay Area as a whole. 
"This year we are working with the Lucille Packard Children's Hospital" Reece 
Karalus '16 said. "We went to play baseball with the kids and also to help 
raise money for cancer research and cancer awareness." 
They spent time with the cancer patients and worked to lift up those around 
them. In turn, t l1is allowed them to bond as a team. 
"We had our team retreat recently and we all really opened up to each other," 
Steven Wilson '16 said. "We were really transparent with each other.:" 
The transparency amongst the team really proves that the baseball team is 
not just a sports team but also a family. They had truly grasped a sense of 
community and friendship that ult imately brought them closer together to 
work as a cohesive unit. 
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before the first 
Inning. 
6 Taesu Pak 
The baseball 
team steps out 
of the dougout 
to honor the 
National Anthem. 
COPYWRITER: TAESU PAK 
Q Taesu Pak 
Jason Seever '17 
contempllates which 
pitch to throw before 
the batter steps up to 
the plate. 
BASEBALL 
DESIGNER: CHRISTOPHER ALVARADO 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Batter up for Glanetta 
France '17 at the Iowa 
State game. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Jordan Newell '15, 
Casandra Padilla '16 and 
Stephanie Fisher '14 are 
known to goof around 
together during down 
time on game days. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Jenna Krummen 
'15 and the team 
warm up against 
Boston University 
on February 28. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Members of the team 
gather round for a 
congratulatory high-
five between innings. 
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0 Ashley Cabrera 
Jordan Newell '15 
prepares to catch 
during the Santa Clara 
versus Sac State 





HOME SWEET HOME FIELD 
SOFTBALL 
Santa Clara's Softball team has been through many ups and downs, with 
changes in coaching and the lack of a softball field. However, none of 
these problems have deterred the members of the team from doing their 
best. 
"Everyone has been working harder during practice and during games," 
Stephanie Fisher '14 said. · 
Regardless of such difficulties, the team continues to push on and strive.-
for victory. 
"A really big thing is to be encouraging and posit ive, and having a really 
good attitude," Krista Jensen '14 said. 
As the team did not have home field to play on prior to last year, the 
home games had to be played on a nearby community college's field, 
Unfortunately, this made it l1ard for the softball team's supporters to find the 
time to attend. Now with a field, tile team hopes to garner more support. 
"It means a world of a difference to have our fellow students supporting 
us,"Jensen said. 
Outside of the games and practice, the team has each other's backs. They 
find comfort in the friendships they build away from the sport. 
"We're very supportive of each other, not only on the field, but.even off the 
field in academics or personal problems, _we can find someone to t.alk to," 
Fisher said. 
Tiley l1elp each other out with homework.relax before games and motivate 
each other. Regardless of how the season is going, they serve as 
teammates and a support system. 
"We are literally like each other's family and we have a lot. of trust and 
respect for each other," Jensen said. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Jessica Turner '14 winds up for 
the pitch at the Iowa State game 
February 21. 
',''.1 
il Don Jedloved 
Sean Roe 1151 Luca 
Signore '14 and Moises 
Venegas '14 bolt at the 
start of their race in 
Sunnyvale. 
0 Don Jedloved 
Mary Kriege '15 strides 
to finish at Stanford on 
September 28. 2013, 
il Sheryl Germany 
Lauren Germany 114 1 Allie 
Slbole '14, Kayla Germany 
'14 and Kate Yanish '1 6 
pose together before their 
race in Golden Gate Park. 
0 loved 
Lu.ca Signore '14 
bucks through the 
herd of runners at 
the Stanford Invite. 
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0 Sandra Signore 
Members of the team who did not 
compete in the race show their support. 
RUNN ING FOR EACH OTH ER 
TEAMWORK MOTIVATES THE CROSS COUNTRY TEAM 
During the season, early morning practice becomes routine for tl1e men's and women's cmss country teams. 
During the week, they meet in front of the Leavey Center often practic ing at off-campus locations like the 
Rose Gmdens. 
During their carpool drive, the women's team playecl t heir CD - a CD that all the girls l1elped make by eacl1 
cont1·ibuting a song of their liking. Tl1e men's team got to enjoy t11e rnix wl1en tl1ey carpooled with the girls. 
The music was a tradition for getting pumped up before t11ey ran their miles for the day. 
Tl1e team has no shortage of dedication and if you asked any of them, tl1ey would assure you they enjoy wl1at 
they do. Kayla Germany '14 used running as an out let for her stress and competitive drive. She enjoys it 
for t11e individual aspect, but also for the learn elements, wl1ich was felt mutually among the other members. 
"We're a pretty mixed group, but we all bring different things to the table, " said Germany. "For tl1e senior 
Gloss. we're all bio and engineering nnd biochem. Bui there's also a good mix o f business nnd other arts and 
sciences mnjors. We encl, l1ave our own unique personalities and can f1elp push each other together in the 
rnce. " 
1-lowevm, it was !lie opportunity lo be mucl1 more limn just a student atl1lete that encompassed how broad 
l1 1eir time at SCU can l)e. Allie Sibole '14 embraced tt1e opportunit ies to explore other parts of who st1e is 
outside o f the cross-counlry community. 
"Just beinu able to build mally stro11g interactions witll so many people has been the quintessential Santa 
Clar·a expc'"rie11ce." said Sibole. 
Gemwny is pre-mecl, whicl1 requires a lot of extracurricular activities. She has been able to gai11 n broad 
experience l1110u1Jl1 o tl1e1 activi ties, such ns boi119 on Ille ASG se11ate and wml<ing as a tutor i11 lower Benson. 
"Cross -cou11try l1as really added to 111e qunlity ol my education. All my professors are really interested in w11at 
I do nlhlelic..illy." said Ben Demaree '14. 
TllG to,1111 spends lhe majority of their lree l ime witl1 each ot l1er during Ifie season, but are able lo find t11e 
lx1la11ca lmtwecm 1110 clilferenl aspects ol their lives. A collective tl1eme 1as serve(i as unifying component to 
Ille team lliis year. 
"Somolllino ll1n l 's kind of developed in ll1e prowa,n since I've been a freshmen is t l1is sense of running for 
each 01he1. Tll,11 wus 01 11 IIH:i rno this year- we run lor eac:11 ot l1er," saKi Sil1ole. 
1110 team c.111 lrni11od logetller. wm1ling lo be l110 fastest when il cnmo down to race t ime, but l11ey supported 
one rn 10111()1 lllrc>11nll c11cm11ngei11enl rn1c1 friencisilip. 
"I !incl ,1ccu111pli1;1li11~J s011 1(!ll1 i1 19 as ai, individual is 0110 tl1i11u. lJut if you do ii as a tea111 ii 111e,111s a lo t 111me," 
sni<I Peter Stephens '14. 
II is l l1al u11tlrn1i,1l>lc srnmc ol c,unrnaderi('! tlwt keeps lhe team mcin~J lo the linisl1 line. 
COPVWRIICl1: /\SHLtV CAFIAl:flA OESJGNER: O[RNIC[ WANG 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Har~faon Hanley '14 protects 
the ball from a, St. Mary's 
player on November 81 2013. 
MORE THAN A TEAM 
THE MEN'S SOCCER TEAM COMES TOGETHER ON 
AND OFF THE FIELD 
Pushing each other to their limits and working in tandem to win the game, each member of the men's soccer 
team contributed and inspired one another to reach both their personal goals and the team's goals. They came 
together during the pre-season as individuals, became a team and ended as a family. 
"We all come together and try to build the idea of being a family," Glenn Vass '15 said. 
Each new member was assigned an older member. This provided the newer teammates with a person to go 
to for help, a person to bond with and most of all , a person to break the distance between the upperclassmen 
and the underclassmen, b1•inging everyone closer together. 
"We take responsibi lity for one another, trying to help out where we can," Vass said. 
The brotherly aspect of the team cut down on miscommunication and strengthened the bonds between players. 
"We're there as a team and we have to play as a team throughout the season," Goalie Pasha Hashemi '17 
said. 
The players knew they could expect more from each other and no1 only encouraged, but challenged one 
another. 
However, the team didn't limit themselves to only each other, they reached out to other athletic teams, and 
banded together to cheer at other games as well. · 
"We go to other athletic games as a team and be really supportive and loud and get into il", Harrison Hanley 
'14 said. 
Beyond soccer and school, the team also reached out to underprivileged middle schools in the Bay Area. They 
split up into smaller teams to helD children in the classroom and out on the field. The players coached them in 
subjects like math and taught the children teamwork. 
"It's cool to help out the community and be a role model to these kids," Hanley said. 
The team is united at school, solidifying the bond throughout the season ancl spreading l flat spirit lo the 
children. 
... 
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0 Malu Veltze 
Keigo Kameya '14 sets 
up to score during the 
senior game against San 
Diego on November 17. 
l".ll Ashley Cabrera 
Mat Steurer '17 and 
Parker Holland '17 sign 
autographs for Bronco 
fans after a home game. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Michael Gates '14, 
Matt Steurer '17, Keigo 
Kameya '14 and Harrison 
Hanley '14 take a well-




0 Taesu Pak 
Midfielder Kat 
McAuliffe '15 looks 
to steal the ball from 
a BYU player. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Forward Morgan 
Marlborough '14 
keeps the ball 





0 Taesu Pak 
Always half a step ahead 
of the defender, Alyssa 
Kleiner '15 gets to the 
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from her BYU 
opponen1. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Forward Morgan 
Marlborough '14 shows her 
level of toughness as she 
fends off for the ball .. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Midfielder Julie Johnston 
' 14 looks for a teammate 






BUMPING TO THE 
TOP 
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL SETS UP FOR 
VICTORY WITH A COMPETITIVE EDGE 
The volleyball team is competitive on the court. and very competitive to 
become a part of. Compared to the high school level. freshmen on the team 
felt that college was a very different experience, one that challenged previous 
goals and kept you busier than you've ever been. 
"While in high school, whoever goes to your school is going to be on your 
team," Maddie Canon '17 said. "When you get to college, people were 
chosen to go here which makes it much more competitive getting to Santa 
Clara and affects the competitiveness of the team itself. I got real ly nervous 
about playing but it was also really excit ing. The older girls pushed me to 
be more competitive when I would have conversations with them before 
matches." 
The team was busy with volleyball constantly. During preseason they had 
triple and double days of practice. Once the season started, practice took 
place Monday through Friday, three hours a day. When school started, team 
members felt consumed with the sport outside of class. With a loaded 
schedule, the passion and aggressiveness prevailed as the team competed 




0 Malu Veltze 
Sabrina Clayton 
'17 has no problem 
blasting the ball 
through the arms of 
her opponents. 
11:".1 Max Westerman 
The Women's Volleyball team 
celebrates a win against BYU ,. - - - • 
on November 9, 2013. 
0 Athletic Department 
Megan Anders '14 
smashes down the ball, 
bringing in another point 
for the team. 
COPYWRITER COURTNEY '/EWEl 
HOLD YOUR 
HORSES 
THE RIDER AND HORSE LEAP AS 
ONE 
When teachers encourage students to share a little about themselves 
at the start of the quarter; Alessandra Cooluris '14 tells people 
she is part of the SCU Equestrian Team. And she is amused by how 
half the class questions what it even means. 
Sarah McClammy '14 has been president of the team since 
her sophomore year and has made an effort alongside the vice 
president Erika Otahal '15 to make the team what it is now. The 
club is centered on a love for horses, the passion to ride and the 
willingness to improve. 
"Our big message is that all levels are welcome. And we are a small 
team, but we're pretty mighty still," McClammy said. 
During a competitive show November 3 at Stanford, the team 
proved just how mighty they are. They collaborated together to 
help one of their newer members, Joy Young '14, participate in 
l1er first show. In order to compete, riders need to show pants, 
boots, gloves and a helmet, none of which Young had since the 
opportunity to participate came up only a week before the show. 
The team worked together, offering up their clothes for Young to 
try on. Even other teams at the competition got involved, such as 
Stanford offering Young a selection of helmets to try on. This sort 
of experience really captured how communal the teams are in the 
region. 
"We're all really close, and I think we have to be that way because 
we're all competing for ourselves, but were also competing for the 
team," said Lexie Smallwood '17. 
The team's ability to help Young showcased their close bond and 
team spirit, which is distinct since riding is usually an individual 
sport. The members of the equestrian team ride to score collective 
points as a team. The competition really challenged the riders to 
improve their skills, regardless of the horse they competed on. 
"I like the entire concept of the shows, in which everyone draws a 
random horse so it's really fair," said Smallwood. "It really makes 
you better as a rider if you have to adapt to a different horse each 
t ime you ride." 
The skill level of participating riders divides the different competition 
levels, so the team spends the majority of their day together during 
shows. The team emphasizes that no prior experience is needed to 
try it out, and all one really needs is an interest in l1orses. 
"It's an interesting mix of people, because we have the one common 
interest of horses that we really clicked on and so a lot of us are 
really, really good friends now,'' said Cooluris. 
The relationship with the horse really sets this sport apart from 
others. 
"It's another aspect of a team sport. It's your team and then your 
partnership with the horse you've never been on before in our life," 
said Mcclammy. 
"It definitely has centralized my life at Santa Clara. You always need 
that one thing that you do other than school, so its nice to get off 
campus. Its relaxing and therapeutic," s.aid Cooluris. 
0 Ash.ley Cabrera--
Alyss.a Bh!rly '1 7 
perfo~rps a c lear jomp' 
with her assigned 
hors.e at.,S,t~nford. 
6 Ashley Cabrera 
The equestrian team shows 
0ff their ribbons rwm a 
s;ompetfti-On al Stanford on 
November 3, 2013. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Sarah McClammy '14 
walks her horse around 
the area during the 
competition. 
COPYWRITER ASHLE\' CABRER, 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Joy Young '14 finds 
downtime to spend 
with the Stanford 
horses at a weekend 
competition. 
-0 Sara Ho 
Jacob Eddy '17 and 
Bryan Bynum '17 
take each other on 
in the boxing ri 
.during pra · 
BONDED THROUGH BOXING 
A NEW FOCUS ON COMMITMENT UNDER 
INFLUENTIAL COACHES 
The boxing team started the year off with one goal; getting the word out about their fighting schedule to the 
rest of the Santa Clara community. 
"Before me and the other officers got started this year we hadn't advertised a lot," President Alex Preciado 
'14 said. 
In the past, the boxing team recruited new members at the club fair. This year, the team wanted further support 
from the community, achieving this by explicit ly stating their schedule and seeking support for their fights. 
"This year we just got our schedule in and so this year the whole school will know where and when we're 
competing based on the fliers were going to put up all around campus," Preciado said. 
"The team had a lot of newcomers this year," Jacob Eddy '17 said. "Since I had never boxed before it's been 
a fun experience being a part of team where a lot of new members have that in common." 
With a team full of inexperienced new members it had been a struggle in past years for the team to really bond 
as a group, but traveling as far as Reno to fight, hosting team dinners and carpooling to practice have all been 
successful in bringing the team together. 
The coaches have been influential in this process as well . They often offer to help drive boxers to practice and 
have been crucial in the development of boxer Zack Hernandez's '17 game. 
"I specifically box left-handed and most of the team is right handed so it's hard when the coaches are talking 
about technique and certain f ighting styles and I have to do everything backwards," Hernandez said. "Coach 
Scott boxes left-handed also so I can work one on one with him. People are used to fighting other right handed 
people so its unique and throws people off that I can fight left-handed." 
Adding on, Bryan Bynum '17 stated, "One of our head coaches boxed here at Santa Clara and is a great 
resource to have." 
With the combination of helpful coaches and the common goal for a stronger team dynamic, the boxer's had 
a memorable and fun experience as part of the team this year. 
0 J~_ssy 
fryden~rg 
Bfandon Tsao '17 
warms up at a 
Tuesday practice. 
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0 Jessy Frydenberg 
The boxing team 
practices four times a 
week, twice in Malley 
Fitness Center, and 
twice at the Sunnyvale 
Boxing Gym. 
0 Sara Ho 
Alexander Preciado 
'14 wraps his arms 




COPYWRITER COURTNEY NEWELL DESIGN I VIVIA I sr ,,ie IN 
SHARING THE 
EXPERIENCE 
INTRAMURALS PROVIDE AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO BOND AND 
ACHIEVE 
Every Sunday, intramural volleyball team "Ninth Floor Fam" 
gathered by the ninth floor Swig elevators and headed over to 
Malley with high spirits and an energetic attitude. Team captain 
Devon Schoos '17 has played club and select volleyball 
since the second grade, and could not be more proud of her 
intramural team. 
"We have some people who played in high school and some 
people who have never played before," Schoos said. "But it is 
fun because everyone feels like they are a valuable part of the 
team." 
While Schoos is happy to share a sport with her floor mates. 
she also expressed her happiness for the opportunity to play 
volleyball. Other players like Natalya Goode '16 also felt 
fortunate to have an opportunity to play volleyball again. 
"I haven't played in over a year but it is just like riding a bike so 
I was able to pick it up quickly," Goode said. 
Even though Goode and her teammates had busy schedules, 
they enjoyed the opportunity to take a break from homework 
and bond with each other. But for some teams it was a little 
more than just fun and team bonding. 
For Peter Hession '17 and his teammates. intramurals were a 
way for them to display their athleticism and achieve the goal 
to win. 
"We were able to get creative with trick plays; implementing 
various offensive schemes," Hession said. 
Although the season was only a couple of weeks and the team 
did not win overall, Hession's team got the most out of each 
game and look forward to starting up anot11er team. 
"Overall it was a great season and I could not ask for better 
teammates, all of whom are now my best friends," Hession 
said. 
0 Claire McBride 
Jack Welsh '16 jumps up to 
spike the ball. 
Q Claire McBride 
Flag football captain 
Peter Hession '17 leads 
his teammates Marcus 
Grassi '17, Hansub Lee 
'17, Grant Margerum '17, 
Shaun Henry '17, Connor 
Leahy '17, Nick Goss '17 
and Kevin Schunk '17 in a 
huddle. 
0 Claire McBride 
Katya Nemcova '14 
prepares to serve the 
birdie. 
. . . . . ' ~ . 
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0 Claire McBride 
Nick Goss '17 passes 
the football to one of his 
rece1vers. 
DESIGNER: ANEKA KHILNANI 
ACTIVITIES 
THE DANCE TEAM POSES WITH 
BUCKY DURING A BASKETBALL 
GAME. scu·s ACTIVITIES WOULD 
BE NOTHING WITHOUT THE FANS. 
PHOTOGRAPHER: MALU VElTZE 
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DON 1T STOP THE 
MUSIC 
KSCU GAINS POPULARITY AS 
STUDENTS EXPRESS THEIR RANGE 
OF MUSICAL INTERESTS 
KSCU is homo to music e11lhusiasts wanling to explore sounds old snd new. 
Approximately 100,000 listeners rn1 cnrnpus and in su1To1111ding cities from 
Palo Alto to Santa Cruz rock out to KSCU. 
Santa Clara University's radio station. nicknamed "Tl1e Unclorgroun<l Sound," 
plays every type of music lrorn heavy drmth metal to acicl jazz lo dub step. 
Tl1rougl1 KSCU. bolll new members nm.I experienced DJs gel lo lest samples 
of new music from evmy type of grn1rn. F3y sharing obscure sounds that are11't 
readily accessil.lle anywhere else, Ille station is able to push boundaries 011 
wl1at listeners undmstand and consider as music. Tl1ose wl10 lis ten and 
pmticipalo in KSCU mo ~,ble lo oxpuri1110111 and discovm 1iew 11,usic due lo 
tile tiroad range of music avnilable lo them. 
"Since l)ofore I can rmnc-m1bor I liave wanted to llo n parl of college radio," 
Associulo Director· Daniel Hunt '16 said. "KSCU's 1nusic a11d D,J -i111J 
equipment is 1·,011sed ill l3om;o11. /\lliurns on nlbums line tile wnlls, n11d ii is 
Ille coolest place I l1nvo over lmo11." 
[vcryono tlial 1.Jkes n part in KSCU is truly passionalo a!Joul 111usic. l lwi1 
laslcs rang,, across llw board. 
KSCU has l)eon llorno lo s ludonl lalcml si11co 1~78 and co11li1111cs lo wow 
ench year. ll1is yoar, lltDy 011co111 ,1god more st11do11ls lo come• i11 and play 
I 11oir work. givinu l),l's mom oxporiei ice• nnd artists rnoro exposurn I.Joi Ii 011 
crnnpus and ill 1110 local COlllllll!lli l y. 
llw U11der·grrn 11 rd Sou1 ic l's Andreas George's '15 sc1id 11ml lnvorilo II 1i111J 
lo clo 11,is year w,1s lo uive awny co11crn l tickols lo dieharcl lr111s. I lo :1lso 
llacl Ille opporlunrly lo nlle11CI 1110 co11crnl 11s well. Sludc-mls cnllod i11 will1 
ovo1wl1etrninq rc~spo11se frn tickets to popular acts m1d1 as l'reasuro lslrn1<1, 
Flyi1 10 Lotus. Mi1111s 1110 13ern rn1cl Crys tal Cnstle. 
KSCU used to Ile doli11cd by a rcl.ilive rn1011y111i ty, t,owcvm ii is 110w 1>1 11st i110 
will, pop11lmit y an<I p;1rlicip,1l ion l>ecw,r;e ol its open nnviH1111110111 wltnm 
sluclo11ls Ci11l learn Dll(I e• xplore 1101 only lllll~ic, IHII IIH-mtselvei;. 
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0 Claire McBride 
DJ Rob Harechmak 
'16 searches through 
the mass collection of 
records and albums for 
his next set. 
AC TIVIT IES 
0 Claire McBride 
DJ fan Smeenk '16 f ine 
tunes new jams before • - • 
his weekly show. 
0 Claire McBride 
Keegan Campbell '16 
....... steps up to the mic to 
announce the upcoming 
song. 




0 Ashley Cabrera 
Samira Almendras 
'14 takes a look at 
yearbook spreads 
during a meeting 
November 18, 2013. 
0 Malu Veltze 
Chris Alvarado 
'17 attempts to 
build a bridge in 
order to get his 
team across an 
obstacle. 
B INDING THE MEMOR IES 
PIECES OF A PUZZLE COME TOGETHER TO 
CREATE THE YEARBOOK 
It was as late as ever, but The Redwood staff continued to push forward and fu lfill their deadlines, 
designing, writing and putting each piece together to complete what is known as the yearbook. 
The designers, copywriters, photograpl1ers and editors all communicated with and supported each 
other. 
"Creating a team environment can be difficult sometimes, but everyone is really supportive of each 
other, and that's really important because it motivates everyone," Managing Editor Jonathan Tadros 
'15 said. 
At the beginning of the year, the staff went on a retreat to get to know each other and to break the 
" boundaries between new and veteran members. The ui:;perclassmen were always glad to lend a 
helping hand to tl,e new staff members. 
'The staff is the reason why I come back. Everyone is so supportive," Design Editor Samira 
Almendras '14 said. 
Ideas and critiques were exchanged for every spread in the book to create the polished final copy. 
Each member worked around obstacles and t ime constraints, whether it was late night edits 
or studying for a midterm before a deadline. Photographers rushed around to events capturing 
memories for the year, and then selected the best pictures with their designers. 
"We have less people, but people are more invested. so even though we have less people, we have 
more quality work," Almendras said. 
Everyone encouraged each other and helped to complete the work, even though it was overwhelming. 
"I get a lot of jokes from my friends and co-workers about how I get my stuff done," Editor-in-chief 
Nellie Bohac '14 reminisced. 
Between school and the yearbook, Nellie says that her life boils down to, "Eat, breathe. sleep, 
yearbook." 
"It 's great that I can be a tiny little part of Santa Clara's history," Bohac said. 
"Every year when we get those books it's the best feeling; to see it all come together." Tadros said . 
Each component of the yearbook is different, designed and written by different people, but when put 
together, a cohesive work of art emerges and shows the staff's teamwork and ideas all in one place. 
The staff pos 
at the end of the 
ropes cour 
retreat at Ca 
Jones Gulct 
51 ACTIVITIES 
0 Malu Veltze 
Courtney Newell '17 carefully 
walks the tightrope while her 
fel low staff members spot her. 
THE REDWOOD 
0 Claire McBride 
Josue De Paz '15 gets pie 
thrown into his face at the 
"Pie Your CF" event. 
0 Malu Veltze 
During Halloween, 
students carve their 
favorite faces into 
pumpkins. 
•--------- -· 
0 Malu Veltze 
ALCA tables in Benson 
asking students to write 
letters honoring veterans. 
FR IENDING 
FRES l~MAN WIT~~ 
RLCA 
FROM MYSTERY BUS TRIPS TO HOT 
COCOA SIPS, RLCA'S FRESHMEN 
EVENTS ARE WELL-ATTENDED AND 
APPRECIATED 
FlLC/\ pl;m11cd c:impus-wicle event,. for trnsh1rn,n ancl sprriad th8 word 
rn1courc1g1ng all freshmen lo al tend One Residential [ nhc1nc8ment 
Coordinator liv0d wllhin each Resid8ntic1I I earning Community to help crente 
;:i r.ommunity 1n the clorm itself and ndd frn::mdly compet it1on between the 
l'iLCs ;i\ events. 
"RLCA dons .in exceptional job communicating with us freshmen ancl tt1e 
turn out at the events sl1owcasp,s tt11s My fnvorite event wns the ·s ·mores 
and More· social outside Swig." explc1ined Katie Bertsche '17 'It was at 
the very bB9ir ming of tt1e quarter which enabled me to rnr,ot tons ot other 
freshmen a1d bone! over one o f rny favorite treci ts " 
Fall events 1-lLC/\ coord1n;itod included il Giants' rJame, Roommate Ch;illr:nge . 
Midnight Breakf3st and a mystery bus that took freshmen to ;i surprise 
location. That location was Dave and Busters. The turnout for s·rnore'.; ,md 
More included ovm two hundred freshmen The Mystery r3u:~ completely sold 
out . 
In addition. they held a Veterans' Day event. sending let ters to urnts w ith SCU 
alumni . with a focus on people who do not get letters from their families. Over 
250 letters were sent. as well as two boxes fu ll of snacks and food donations. 
"I'm really looking forward to the finnl campus-wide roommate challenge." 
Mai Loan Nguyen '16, Residential Enhancement Coordinator for Swig 
said "First we had each roomnrnte parr who wanted to pmt1c1pate compete 
ngainst Ille other pc11rs w 1!111n cnch HLC. The winners from each RLC are now 
competing against each other 1n order to be the final campus winning pair " 
COMMUNIT Y ASSOCIATION 
0 Claire McBride 
Michael Gavrilovic '16 
is king of the pumpkin 
patch as he waits for 
students to come pick 
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Tl~E VOICE OF THE 
STUDENTS 
OF THE PEOPLE, BY THE PEOPLE, FOR THE 
BRONCOS 
Associated Student Government (ASG) is more than just an organization on campus; it is a collect ion of 
dedicated and proud student leaders who show passion in making a ditterence in the lives of those who 
call Santa Clara their home. Whether talking to students through the Be Heard desks. running for office, 
or just having conversations. these individuals show openness to ideas and are proud to incorporate the 
students' ideas into their work. 
"I love the Be Heard desk," Aaron Poor '16 said. "I love seeing people smile or groove when we put on a 
good song. that's awesome. And we have gotten some of our greatest ideas from there." 
The Be Heard desk was set up in front of the bookstore every Friday. It gave students the opportunity to 
voice their opinions and give suggestions to their student leaders. 
Their journey to this amazing position of responsibility began with their election by the student body. 
Campaigning is the first way candidates interact with the student body. 
On the topic of campaigning, Poor had this advice to give: "Love being here, have three clear ideas, give 
people things they can follow and get into. That is why slogans are so popular. Mine was 'Go Broncos!"' 
These individuals gave up their time and energy just for the opportunity to represent the student body. 
They communicated with students, listening to ideas, giving feedback, and making a positive difference 
in the lives of those on campus. They have had an effect not only on campus but also in the Santa Clara 
community. 
"We have initiated several programs such as community clean-ups and arranged lunches with local 
community leaders that are open for all students to attend," said Max Wahl '15. 
Being part of this amazing organization has also had a profound effect on the student leaders as well. 
"ASG has allowed me to put a purpose behind my passion as a student leader on campus," Student Body 
President Judith Martinez '14 said. "I've personally been able to not Just interact with the student body 
and local community, but truly connect and form relationships as well." 
55 ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
0 Taesu Pak 
Francis Bastone '15 
brings over a cart 
of food for the ASG 
-sponsored tai lgate. 
. - - -• 
: ......... . 
0 Malu Veltze 
Dominic Hattouni 
'17, Sarah Barry '17, 
and Daniel Long '16 
promote Educated 
Partiers. 












BOARD PUTS ON ALMOST-
FREE FUN 
Activities Programming Board (APB) is a Chartered Student 
Organization that creates low-cost or free events for students 
to attend all year long. APB acts as a channel between students 
and things they want to do. Most well known for the fall and 
spring concerts, APB hosts large and small-scale events across 
campus. Annual events include Electric Daisy Clara and the 
Petting Zoo. Selecting different t imes throughout the week to 
cater to all sorts of students' schedules, APB otters afternoon 
and evening events as well as late night events. This year, APB 
is composed of an all female staff. 
"APB is funded by students' tuition," Director Erica Valle '15 
said. "So we use our funds to subsidize the cost of a concert 
ticket or a bus ticket. That is why we are able to do low cost 
and free programming." 
Students often took advantage of the free or low price of 
participating in APB events because they contributed to the 
production of these events. APB opens the door to unique 
experiences to have during the course of the year. 
APB also worked on collaborating some of its events with 
other CSOs in the interests of getting more people involved on 
campus. More and more people involved themselves in APB 
despite its small board. 
"APB is getting stronger, just in terms of promotion," Lauren 
Eng '16 said. "This year we had a really big turnout for the 
promo team." 
Late night programming is a new addition as Eng is the first 
person to hold the position of Late Night Events Manager. 
There had been a push to create alternative event options to 
attend on traditional party nigl1ts. Some of the events planned 
included a Dance Dance Revolution night and pumpkin carving. 
Other events put on by APB were the Bronco Buses and movie 
nights, which were planned by Sam Messina '16, giving "a lot 
of students who do not have cars access to fun things to do." 
APB members have their own personal favorite events that 
include the quarte1·ly Bronco Nights and the big fall concert. 
"It's fun to see how events are planned and to just be a part of 
APB because I get to have others' and my ideas for events put 




0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Taking a break from the 
hard work ot Week 5, 
students enjoy a couple 
hours of cuddles with 
adorable dogs. 
A I I 







0 Malu Veltze 
Young the Giant performs 
their song Cough Syrup 
during the Fall concert. 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Students enjoy some 
holiday spirit in The 
Bronco, decorating 
ornaments and watching 
How the Grinch Stole 




0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Father Manh leads a group 
of students through a simple 
5-step Tai Chi practice with on 
a Sunday afternoon. 
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A SENSE OF 
BELONGING 
MULTICULTURAL CENTER 
CELEBRATES VARIETY BY 
COLLABORATING WITH CSOS 
AND STUDENTS 
The Multicultural Center (MCC) is home to nine different clubs 
that are open to every student. The clubs include the Asian 
Pacific-Islander Student Union, Barkada. Chinese Student 
Association, lgwebuike, lntandash, Ka Mana'o O Hawai' i. 
Japanese Student Association, MEChA-EI Frente and the 
Vietnamese Student Association. The cultures represented are 
diverse and the members are extremely welcoming. It is easy to 
get involved by simply coming to a weekly club meeting. 
"The MCC's mission statement is to provide a safe space for 
minority students throughout all the nine clubs through unity 
and spirit," MCC Representative for Barkada Hensley Sy '16 
said. 
Sy felt completely welcome in every club·and attended a variety 
of meetings each week. 
"We talk about 'everybody topics' not just minority topics," 
Director of lgwebuike Joshua McKie '15 said . 
A lot of interesting discussion occurred during MCC meetings. 
Right before Halloween, lgwebuike discussed stereotypical 
and provocative costumes. 
Besides weekly meetings, the MCC 
hosted events throughout the year 
such as Global Village. 
"Global Vi llage is a showcase of 
what all the clubs have to offer and 
the talent that they give," Sy said. 
"It's towards the end of the year 
and we celebrate all the unity we 
have and the spirit." 
This year, MCC also took a new 
approach to organizing their 
events. 
"Most of the MCC events are going to 
be based on collaboration with other 
events because the Multicultural 
Center wants to preach unity so 
we want to collaborate with other 
CSOs," Associate Director Joshua 
Edwards '14 said. 
In order to create a more unified campus 




with other organizations to get more people involved in the 
Multicultural Center and the Santa Clara community. 
~ Malu Veltze 
Members of lgwebuike 
smile as they table 
during the club fair. 
-~ ·· . 
·-----' -~-
~ Kevin Boehnle, 
Andrew Byun '17 perform 













0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Students from the 
nine clubs table 
outside of Benson 
during their food 
festival . 
MULTICULTURAL CENTER 
0 Malu Veltze 
Members of Barkada 
support their group 
during the club fair in Fall 
quarter. 
0 Malu Veltze 
Georgina Santiago '15 
and Maricarmen Batres 
'15 color sugar skulls for 
Dia de los Muertos. 





Troy '14 poses at the 
SCCAP table outside 
of the Benson to 
support LGBTQ 
History Month. 
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0 Claire McBride. 
Carina Stavish 
'16 and Alaina 
Boyle'16 take 
their "best buds" 
- on a campus tour. 
'# 
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61 ACTIVITIES SANTA CLARA C<:_MMUNtTV AC110N PROGRAM 
SPREAD THE SMI LE 
MEMBERS OF SCCAP LEARN THROUGH 
SERVICE FOR THE COMMUNITY 
Tl,e Santa Clara Community Action Program (SCCAP) is more than a community 
service organization. It attracts a diverse group of students, that come together 
for a cornrnon purpose; to help, to lend a hand, and to be there for their 
community. Split into four different departments: homelessness, health and 
disabilities, education, and empowerment, each department worked with different 
communities to expand learning outside the classroom walls. 
"SCCAP has been a critical part of my education because it has showed me the 
impact students can have on our younger society and the people who volunteer 
wi thin my education and empowerment sector," program coordinator Emmeline 
Taylor '15 said. 
SCCAP is known to have volunteers that participate in many other clubs around 
campus yet still managed to create a sense of unity. 
"SCCAP has fostered an all-inclusive group on campus that thrives in creating a 
tigl1t-knit community because we all have a common purpose" Rosa Segura '14 
said. 
There are a plethora of reasons why SCCAP l1as been able to foster such a tight 
knit group of students. Some of these reasons are the quarterly events that draw 
hundreds of students such as Rainbow Prom, World Aids Day, or Sacred Heart 
Halloween Party. 
SCCAP students work hard to strengthen their relationships within the community. 
Students were energetic and willing to volunteer their time to create awareness of 
different groups on and off campus. Whether it was a Halloween party for middle 
school students or visit ing local elderly homes to share a smile, SCCAP put their 
heart and souls into tt1e cause. 
·'Tl1is year a Homelessness Awareness Week was created at Santa Clara University 
an 1ome ess c 11 ren were 1nv1 e o campus o pay an expenence a nice 
movie, " Segura saicl. "Some of tl1e volunteers that came out had no idea that 
lhese cl1ildren were in fact homeless. It was truly humbling." 
This was only one of H1e many events that SCCAP put on, but tile common goal 
was always similar: being available and present for a community at need, providing 
support and relentless love, and beaming from new friendships and experiences. 







WE PUT THE 11 U 11 
l·N- JOURNALISM 
MAKING EARLY THURSDAY 
MORNINGS WORTH IT 
Getting the story, finding the facts, writ ing it out, spreading the 
news; these are the jobs of The Santa Clara, our newspaper 
that does more than tell the news. Being on the newspaper is 
more than just a job; it is seen as an important duty to those 
who are part of it. 
"You are compelled to tell the truth and that 's what I pride 
myself on," Brendan Weber '16 said. 
The staff came together every week and poured their hearts 
and souls into these words in order to perform their obligation 
of making the best newspaper possible. The paper was their 
way of allowing people on campus to interact with different 
groups by reading about them. 
"I feel that reporting the news is in itself an interactive process 
as well as inside the newsroom. It's a very collaborative, 
interactive process putting together the newspaper," said 
Editor-in-Chief Nick Ostiller '14. 
Being a staff member of The Santa Clara allowed the 
opportunity to interact with different members of the student 
body, an experience that also had an effect on them. 
"It's made me a more well-rounded person, a better writer, 
and more interactive with my community. I have also learned 
a lot more about real life and what 's happening," News Editor 
Mallory Miller '14 said. 
Coming toget11er to create tile newspaper made them closer 
and created memories that last lifetimes. 
"It can be stressful at times but it's definitely like a family down 
here, we are all working together and we all have this one goal 
of producing a newspaper that is truthful, accurate, but also 
engaging for the Santa Clara community," said Weber. 
"It's a very unique friendship that you have on staff. It's just 
been cool working every week, being able to make friends in a 
different way than you would with anyone else, because they're 
your co-workers" said Summer Meza '16. 
ii Taesu Pak 









COPYWRITER & DESIGNER: CHRISTOPHER ALY 
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on editing her 
section of The 
Santa Clara. 




edits his article 






THE REVIEW AIMS TO PRESENT ALL OF 
THE BRONCO COMMUNITY'S TALENT 
Over the school year, the Santa Clara Review has two major submission deadlines 
wherein pieces are submitted electronically or by mail "from anywl1ere in the world," 
Editor-in-Chief, Amy Thomas '14 said. In a collaborative manner. pieces are then 
discussed by subeditors who "present the submissions they receive in a practicum 
once a week," Associate Editor Gabby Mujal '15 said. Tt1e staff gof~s t11rougl1 
multiple practicums to pick the strongest, most diverse pieces that portray the best 
of the student body. "Closer to the November deadline, Amy and I will look over and 
finalize any input. thoughts, and decisions", MuJal sa,cl. 
The Review gave students a way to share their voices and continue to pursue their 
passions and future careers. 
"We airn to garner as many submissions as possible from stucJenls lo sl1ow off our 
student body's talent in all aspects of art and literature," Thomas explainecl. 
Each editor is in charge of a specific genre of work and is expected to reach out to 
contributors through class, social media, or even by pt1one. In doing so, t11ey creale 
a more diverse set of material that truly embodies the students. 
The team is however laced with the inability to publish all submitted pieces. 
Mujal said that it is extremely difficult "to reacl1 out anct encourage undergraduale 
students to actively submit" and althougl1 the digital tablet editions allow more 
space for publishing, "we are developing ways lo get more works into Hie spolligl1l 
for student recognition and success," Thomas said. 
The hard work and dedication of the team pays off once the final pieces are 
published. It also pays off for each of the contributors l11ernselves. Most imJ,viduals 
participate because they hold an interest in the literary work and The Review sparks 
their passions and strengthens their love for this, opening up ways in which tliey 
can expand their own skills and ambitions. 
"It touches my heart to be able to assist others with the same ambitions I have," 
Thomas said. "I hope lo perpetuate these gilts by cultivating the lives of otr1ers." 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Kelly Shi '16 closely 
reads a submission 
during a Tuesday 
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0 Carson Lindsay 
Into the Wild becomes 
part of the scenery while 
rafting at South Fork. 
1:".11 Dalen Angelo 
Into the Wild and 
freshmen participate in 
the freshmen orientation 
backpacking trip. 
0 Will Portnof 
Meg Ackerson '17 enjoys 
some downtime during a 
backpacking trip. 
• ··································· 
t".t Dalan Ani 
A large group stO) 
for a quick pho 
before embarking, 
a backpacking trip b 
freshmen oriental 
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ACTIVITIES IN TO T HE WILD 
[(GET UP, GET OUT. 
GO WIL0 11 
SWIG GOES WILD FOR IT'S NEW 
THEMED ADDITION 
From Mission Peak to Angel Island, leadership retreats to everyday 
adventures, Santa Clara students have been going with Into the Wild on 
weekend excursions for the past three years. 
Into the Wild was not only a great way to get exercise and spend time 
outdoors, but it created a sense of community where members developed 
friendships with peers who shared common interests. Into the Wild events 
included hiking, backpacking, camping, rock climbing, kayaking, raft ing, 
surfing and more. The sense of community at these events was what kept 
members coming back for more each weekend . 
Residents of second floor Swig signed up to be a part of Into the Wild before 
the year even started . These freshmen were matched together based on their 
common interest in being a part of this organization. 
"The kids are outdoorsy and outgoing . We have a lot of the same interests and 
a common background," Natalie Wiggins '17 said. "They have water rafted, 
backpacked, and done many outdoor activit ies and we compare stories." 
Tessa Moore '17 also added that during the Black Mines overnight trip 
1t "was great to bond with my floor and meet other people outside of that 
environment." 
During the summer, prospective residents of second floor went on a hike to 
Mission Peak. The peak was described as a two out of f ive difficulty but hikers 
found it extremely challenging. Starting with this event before school kicked 
off was a posit ive experience that encouraged them to get to know each 
other in a natural setting. The growing appreciations for nature's beauty as 
well as the focus on sustainability were some of the club's foundational goals. 
Into the Wild continues to grow each year. This year was the first year that 
a floor was dedicated to Into the Wild members. By bringing members of 
the Santa Clara community together in this way, the club promoted spirited 
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0 Ashley Cabrera 
Ruff Ride~s spell 
their school pr1oe 
women's. s-0ccce1 
on September 22 
CHANGING THE PERCEPTION OF 
SCHOOL SPIR IT 
RUFF RIDERS' REWARDS PROGRAM 
The loyalty points program was started two years ago and has increased student participation at athletic events and 
promoted school spirit around campus. 
A student would go to an athletic event and swipe their access card to accumulate points. Different games were worth 
different amounts of points._For example, the men's basketball games were only worth one point, soccer was two points, 
and water polo was one. This way, more people would go to the games. After the season was over, there were prizes 
awarded to people who achieved high numbers of points. 
"Part of me feels like a lot of people think; 'Well I could never be that one person who attends the most games," said Ruff 
Riders President Myles Sansone '13. "Or people have work and have other activities going on too. So rewarding smaller 
prizes to more people is just something to give an incentive to people to show up to as many games as they can." 
While many prizes were given away, the person with the very top number of points got t ickets to go to Vegas to watch the 
West Coast Conference basketball tournament. Also included in the top prize was a one night's stay for the winner and a 
friend in a hotel and $250. The winner had access to all of the basketball games for the whole tournament. 
Crucial to this program was the marketing and advertising of athletic events going on around campus. In order for students 
to participate and support athletic events, they had to know what and when something was going on. 
Ruff Riders partnered with the Associated Student Government more than in the past, especially to get students to attend 
athletic events. Facebook, Twitter, and lnstagram are the social media networks that were used to advertise frequently. 
The club found that posting photos on Facebook was something that would show up on peoples' newsfeeds rather than 
just setting up Facebook events. 
"This year we've been trying to get inventive," said Kaci McCarton '15. "We know Facebook doesn't really work anymore, 
as people just don't look at their events. For a basketball game we decorated Benson and put balloons up all around and 
flyers. We also now have a small part in the weekly ASG videos. We're trying to put together more videos that will play in 
Benson during the basketball season. Doing something different every time gets peoples attention." Overall, the loyalty 
program has had great success in incentivizing students to support our athletes. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Claire Kunkle '14 and 
Meghan Richey '14 
express their excitement 
during a men's basketball 
game. 
69 ACTIVITIES 
COPYWRITER COURTNEY NEWELL 
U r RID RS 







0 Ashley Cabrera 
Bronco alumni 




0 Ashley Cabrera 
Students 
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O Jessy Frydenberg 
Rachel Teel '17, Marissa 
MacD?nald '17, and Gracie 
McKinn_ey '_17 enjoy some 
social time in Campisi 
between classes. 
i-~., ..... 










The first 1Ioor of Graham 
Hall take a break from 
ma.books and spend an 
evening at Sky High , an 
ndoor trampoline park. 
, - ..... .. . . 
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0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Raina Cazier '17 and 
Blair Akerland '17 
study hard for the 
Fall quarter finals. 
ACADEM ICS RESIDE NT Lll;E 
COMMU NITY PAR ENTS 
CF'S WORK TO "BREAK DOWN THE BARRIERS" 
AND BUILD FAMILIES IN RESIDENCE HALLS 
Community Facilitators (CFs) play an important role in the development of the Bronco community, 
ensuring that everyone can call Santa Clara and their residence halls home. But what is it like 
living and working in the residence halls? 
"I get a lot less sleep than I used to," Graham CF Elizabeth Furrow '15 said. "But it's fun." 
"My floor is the most accepting community I have experienced," Campisi CF Heather 
Montgomery '15 said. "There aren't any cliques, which makes it a very welcoming community" 
Jon Colarelli '17, another Graham CF, explained, "I understand that the transit ion for a lot 
of people from moving to high school to college is difficult and I like to be there to help and 
support them through it". 
Being a CF is no easy job, oftentimes they are depicted as the "police officers" only 
there to write people up. However, CFs look to build a sense of community within their 
halls. 
"My freshman year my CF was really instrumental in helping me adjust to Santa 
Clara," Furrow said. "He had a special role in helping the students find their niche in 
the community." 
Having been involved in student leadership in high school, Colarelli also looked to 
enrich the college experiences for his peers, getting to know people on a different 
and deeper level. Likewise, Montgomery chose the job because her "love of being 
there for people, making people happy, and being a role model" for her peers. 
"We have a lot of different personalit ies in our hall and a lot of people from different 
backgrounds with different passions and interests, but people have been able to find 
commonalities," Colarelli said. "There's a lot of conversation going on and a willingness 
to engage with each other." 
The greatest responsibility of a CF is to not only facilitate communication and apprec1at1on 
between students but on an individual basis as well. They work to ensure that everyone feels 
comfortable in their new surroundings, and foster a supportive and neighbourly environment 
for all residents. 
"We get to know residents, theirs passions and desires and try to integrate that into activities for 
the whole floor," Furrow said. 
An event such as the spaghetti night that Montgomery hosted "helps residents get to know each 
other in a relaxed environment." In doing so, the halls become more accepting and welcoming. 
"At the beginning of each year, it is really important for us to get people out of their shell and 
get them feeling comfortable and vulnerable, and for a lot of kids they are not comfortable doing 
that," Colarelli said. 
"We reassure them that it is a safe space and that they are valued members of the community," 
Furrow added. "We also set up opportunities for people to come in and really take ownership 
of what they want their home to be like. It is that level of comfort that really helps build the 
community". 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Guest speaker 
Peter Klmeu from 
the Catholic Rel ief 
Services tells his 
story of growing up 
in Kenya, challenging 
students from all 
dorms on the idea 





0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Yvette Bea '17 
enjoys a brownie 
during finals week, 
courtesy of her dorm. 




































iO Claire McBride 
Jack R,ool '17, Connor 
Haupt '17 and Kyle 
rr gan'17 play video 
games after a Jong day of 
classes. 
0 Clafre McBride 
Kendalle WeX/er '16 and 
her suitemates Maribel 
Alca2:ar '16 and Sydney 
Ye '16 tell eachother 
funny stories, 
0 Claire McBride 
Rhe"anna Ganapathy 
11 7 works on a 
group proJeot in tt\e 
Dunne bas'.ement. 
ACTIVITIES RESIDENTIAL LIFE 
FRESH START 
STUDENTS OFFER DIFFERENT 
PERSPECTIVES TOWARDS 
ON-CAMPUS LIVING 
Christmas was right around the corner and for Chandler Gill 
'17 and it would not have been the same without her door 
decorations. Gill could not have been more excited to debut 
her newly decorated door and room, which was previously 
embellished with spider webs and skeletons for Halloween. 
"My roommate and I both got matching Christmas stockings 
with our names on it to hang above our beds," Gill said. "People 
love to walk by and comment on our seasonal decorations." 
Gill and her roommate always tried to keep their door 
propped open, not only to show off decorations but also 
as a way to meet some new faces from other floors of 
Swig. 
"My floor is super close and there are always people 
to socialize with," Gill said. "It's a great environment." 
Rheanna Ganapathy '17 argued that Dunne is 
one of the best dorms for socializing and starting 
out as a freshman. Ganapathy was happy to live -
in an environment where she met people outside 
of her graduating class. She discussed another 
significant benefit to living with sophomores that 
most people overlook. 
"There is a student on my floor who took the same 
C&I class that I am in right now so he helps me 
out a lot with understanding my homework and the 
course as a whole," Ganapathy said. 
Another dorm that is a little more of a walk is also a 
huge hit but has a different kind of lifestyle. Kendalle 
Wexler '16 lived in Sobrato with five suitemates. While 
some sophomores choose to live off campus, Wexler 
her closest friends. After living in Swig her freshman year, 
Wexler enjoyed the open and quiet atmosphere that Sobrato 
offers. 
"Sobrato is more quiet and is good if you already have an 
established group of friends," Wexler said. "But at the same 
time. it is a very fun dorm and central to campus, which is 
convenient." 
Whether living in Sobrato, Dunne, or Swig students are happy 
with the residential life that Santa Clara has to offer. 
"Living in Swig has allowed me to meet my new best friends 
and I can't wait to become closer as we transit ion into other 
residential buildings," Gill said. 
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ACADEMICS 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Located on Palm Drive. the 
Arts and Sciences building 
is home to Santa Clara's • ··-········· 
largest undergraduate 
college. 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Students head into 
the Arts and Sciences 
building for another 
morning of classes. 
0 Jessy Frydenbe~ 
Students head in 81': 
out of O'Connor Ha 
home to many Arts ar;: 
Sciences deparlmen•; 
such as Sociolom-






THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND 
SCIENCES HELPS PROVIDE A 
WELL-ROUNDED EDUCATION 
The College of Arts and Sciences has over twenty departments 
and ten interdisciplinary programs. The core curriculum 
requires students to enroll in classes from this school, including 
math, religion and second language, to round out a liberal arts 
education. Despite everyone taking classes in the Arts and 
Sciences, there are many uncommon subjects that not every 
student has the opportunity to experience. 
Ethnic Studies is one of many unique programs offered for 
study. The existing program is one of the oldest Ethnic Studies 
programs in the nation, with the first class being taught in 1968. 
"Students demanded the first ethnic studies classes," Professor 
and Director of the Ethnic Studies Program James Lai said. 
"The program tries to bring issues to the forefront that are 
reflective of the community." 
The Ethnic Studies program is unique in that it is a companion 
major; meaning it can only serve as a secondary major after a 
primary is declared. 
"We are fine with the idea of a companion major because the 
value of ethnic studies is that it can help students focus their 
primary major," Lai said. 
Many students are not fully aware of the Ethnic Studies program 
until they get into their explorations requirements. 
"Now, because of the new core Diversity requirement, many 
more students are likely to take an Ethnic Studies class" Lai 
said. 
This opportunity to take an ethnic studies class encourages 
students to pursue the subject matter farther, perhaps minoring 
or double-majoring in it. 
Many undergraduates choose to undertake an additional major 
or minor, but fewer choose to complete two majors and two 
minors. Sierra Cirimelli-Low '14 is one of such students. She 
is a European History and Classical Studies double-major with 
minors in Medieval & Renaissance Studies and Latin. 
"I slowly picked up majors and minors by making all of my core 
requirements in specific areas. Then it was like 'oh I only need 
a few more classes to get the minor or major, '" Cirimelli-Low 
said. 
The nature of the curriculum requirements encouraged Cirimelli-
Low to specialize in different areas, but she is also motivated 
by a natural desire to learn. 
"I'm really a student at heart. I love to learn and it's what I 
would do in my free time anyway. So all of these classes are 
really motivated by the pursuit of learning, " Cirimelli-Low said. 
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0 Malu Veltze 
In the midst of a 
busy day, business 
students refuel with 
a copious amount 
of caffeine from the 
Cadence Cafe. 
0 Taesu Pak 
It may seem empty 
on the outside, but 
inside, Lucas Hall 
is bustling with 
students working on 
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The Leavey School of Business has been training the entrepreneurs of the 
future. Santa Clara University is well-known for its business school which is 
always highly ranked amongst business schools in the country. The school 
prides itself on the knowledgeable teachers who instruct the students. 
"The business teachers here have real world experience so you actually get 
people's first-hand experience with business at this school which is a really 
cool thing, especially in the Silicon Valley area," Gregory Nola '17 said. 
Students recognize the value of having a degree from the business school. 
"Having a business degree and going to business school opens up a lot of 
job opportunities and gives you skills you need to succeed," Vicki Yu '17 
said. 
Santa Clara also offers extensive opportunities for business students outside 
of the classroom. These include the business fraternities such as Delta Sigma 
Pi and business clubs on campus. 
Business is a very competitive field and the business school is particular in 
who gets accepted. This is the advice business students give to those who 
want to transfer into this highly competitive school. 
"Go to a market club, get in a business club, try to join AKPsi. Do internships 
or get a job so when you transfer you have a lot of credentials," Nick Shing 
'17 said. 
l".:li Taesu Pak 
As new students pour 
into the Business school 
during a new student 
orientation, faculty 
members greet them with 
smiles and help get them 
started on the right foot. 
~ Taesu Pak 
Contemplating the 
intricacies of a business 
plan, Rebo Holganza '16 
takes a step back to tap 
into his inner creativ ity. 
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0 Ashley Cabrera 
Brittnie Swartchick '14 and 
Molly Summers '14 work 
on their senior design 
testing write ups . 
• 
Q Ashley Cabrera 
Lab Manager Anthony 
Earls, Tommy Baldacci 
'14 and Nick Jensen '15 
collaborate on a large 
structures lab. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Nick Jensen '15 solders 
wires on his project to 
improve connections to 
data gathering systems . 
• 
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r» Ashley Cabrera 
The engineering labs are 
always fi l led with interesting 
gadgets. Many are related to 
senior design projects that 
are worked on year-round. 
MERGING OF 
PROFESSIONS 
ENGINEERS GO BEYOND THEIR 
BOUNDARIES 
Electrical, Mechanical and Biomechanical are only a couple of categories 
in the wide field of engineering. There are many diverse areas but in the 
end, each topic bleeds into another. Just like in the work world, different 
disciplines come together to innovate and create. 
"Engineering is not clear cut, so I can still work with other engineering 
majors," Richie Senegor '17 said. 
"Mechanical Engineering is broad. It touches on other types of engineering," 
Rebecca Barney ' 14 said. 
When an engineer hits their senior year, they think of a design project to 
work on. It is the culmination of everything they have learned in their career 
as an engineer at Santa Clara. A group of different types of engineers get 
together to make a machine to solve a problem of their choosing. The ideas 
that fuel a senior design project are only limited by the student's imagination 
and the laws of physics. 
Another way that engineers come together is through Engineering Without 
Borders. The members worked to devise a water distribution system that 
will make gathering water and flushing wastes for a community in Honduras 
an easier task. They developed a pipe system to transport water over the 
mountainous range, connecting the community through their water system. 
"I want to use engineering to help others," Barney said. 
Many programs are trying to incorporate other majors into projects with 
engineers; for example, having business majors work on the marketing and 
financial sides of their projects. 
"If you know you want to do it, then go for it, because it's a great field to get 
involved in," Charles Glassford '16 said. 
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BRONCOS OVERSEAS 
PARTY IN THE NOT-SO USA! 
Choosing to study abroad can be a life changing decision for some. The experience is 
more than just classes; it is living a different life with different kinds of people. Traveling 
while studying abroad was an important part to many students. 
"It was awesome, I loved it. On the weekends we would travel. I think I went to six 
different countries and I loved it because I actually got to meet some people in Italy, so 
it wasn't just me hanging out with other English-speaking students. It was me getting to 
know the real Italian lifestyle, experiencing the real thing," Nicole Ouellette '15 said. 
Becoming part of the community and learning to meet the local people is what a lot of 
students recommend along with getting close to those you are living with and learning 
from while abroad. 
"I thought it was really fun, I did a homestay. So, I stayed with a family, and they were a 
big part of my experience. I would totally go back. I found that all my professors wanted 
us to find out and learn about the culture," Nick Ferraro '15 said. 
Although there are some differences students experience while studying abroad, many 
notice the change in language as the most prominent. Some students, like Ferraro 
decided, "[learning] Italian was [his] main goal for going." Some people are afraid to 
study abroad because of language barriers but many who did found that learning a new 
language was a positive experience. 
"I think that traveling to a country that speaks a foreign language is an interesting and 
tough experience in itself. Maybe being somewhere where they don't speak English all 
the time can make it a different and enjoyable experience," Anthony Balistreri '14 said. 
"It was enjoyable and gets you out of your comfort zone." 
Everyone has his or her favorite moment while abroad and it is not always the most 
exciting experience that makes the top, but sometimes the most peaceful. 
"I was in Venice with my travel buddies and we were sitting on the edge of the Grand 
Canal eating pasta out of a to-go container and drinking bottles of wine. And we just sat 





for_ a picture 
in front of 
a canal in 
Venice during 





0 Courtesy of David Bustos 
David Bustos '15 and 
Hannah Maryanskl '15 
pose with an SCU flag in 
front of St. Peter's Basil lica 





0 Courtesy of 
Keyra Galvan 
Keyra Galvan '1 5 
poses for a picture 
with her host mom 
in Spain . 




MEMBERS OF THE MUSICAL 
ENSEMBLE HARMONIZE THROUGH 





0 Claire McBride 
The dance team performs 
in 80's costumes at a 
men's basketball game. 
0 Claire McBride 
Lakreshea Watts '14 
applies makeup in 
preperation for the game. 
0 Claire McBride 
Freshmen Gianna Rogers 
and Kristiana Tenorio hang 
out before a performance. 
0 Claire McBride 
The dance team poses at 
the end of their half-time 
performance with Bucky. 
f 
0 Claire McBride 
Kristiana. Teno~io '17 and 
Skye Windsor '16 stretch out 
their backs with Kidz Clinic 
students in preparation for 
their performance. 
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GIRLS SHARE THE VALUE OF 
CLOSENESS WITHIN THE DANCE TEAM 
Arriving at eight o'clock in the morning on a rainy day, the Dance Team prepares for 
their annual fundraiser, the Kidz Clinic. 
"We get about thirty girls and it is our biggest fundraiser where we teach children a 
routine and have them perform it at halftime," said Anna Alessandra '14. 
The girls' goal was to raise as much money to cover their trip to the West Coast 
Championship in Vegas, which took place in March. The team took more girls to 
Vegas this year because cheer was discontinued and many girls merged with the 
Dance Team. 
"It is a big team this year, so we tried our best to bond with the team as much as we 
can," Cocco Ikeda '14 explained. 
The team has a tradition where they create "families," and each girl has a smaller 
group to connect with and can ask for advice with school or friends. 
"My freshman year my family helped me with school stuff and boy problems. They 
are like big sisters to you," Ikeda said. 
Emily Morgan '16 also spoke about how the team has helped her transition from 
being abroad her first quarter. 
"They were there to support me no matter what and I was happy to meet all of the 
new members," Morgan said. 
"Though our team drastically increased in size, I feel closely connected with each girl 
and cannot wait to visit after graduating," Alessandra said with a smile on her face. 
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0 Yoonhwi Cho 
Alley Courand '14 and 
Global Medical Brigade 
members from other 
universities hold hands 
with children from Ghana. 
0 Yoonhwi Cho 
Keele Shaw '14 uses a stethoscope 
to check the heart rate of a child 
who usually does not have access 
to medical care. 




0 Yoonhwi Cho 
Anna Garvey '15 is 
warmly greeted by the 
children in Griana. 
~ Yoonhwl Cho 
Eten Hughes '16 and 
Messandra Courand '17 
lake a break between 
gwing check-ups to 
~a)ienls 
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GOING THE DISTANCE TO 
HELP THOSE IN NEED 
Global Medical Brigade clubs are established nationwide. Their 
common goal is to help set up medical clinics in other countries 
that help the less fortunate get medical attention that is crucial 
to their survival. 
"We worked with doctors from both the United States and 
Ghana to set up a clinic for multiple vi llages where people could 
come and receive basic medical care," Kaitlin Weideman '14 
said. 
The overall program has five countries: including Nicaragua, 
Ghana, and Mexico. SCU chose to help Ghana again t11 is year 
because it had been such a eye-opening experience for the 
team last year. They wanted to continue building on what they 
had already accomplished. 
"This was one of those experiences where I could get hands 
on experience for my field," Weideman said. "I also really like 
volunteering abroad because you get to see deeper into the 
peoples' culture when you're helping them one on one like this. 
I'm going to Ghana this spring break and am so excited." 
The club held lots of fundraisers to help the people of Ghana. 
One way they called attention to their program was when 
members stood outside of Benson and the library holding up 
flyers. A Krispie Kreme fundraiser was held and club members 
went through each dorm asking people to spread the word 
further by placing a flyer on their doors. A talent show was also 
put on during fall quarter. 
"We had sun promoting our cause and sold over 550 
doughnuts generating a few hundred dollars for Ghanians," 
Kyra McComas '16 said. "It is incredibly gratifying for such a 
worthy cause that is so much bigger than us." 
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FINE TUNING 
STUDENTS EXPRESS A 
PASSION FOR MUSIC 
Parker Netwon '17 has been playing clarinet for about nine 
years. Like Newton, most students in orchestra are studying 
other subjects but in their free time contribute to the playing 
·· · · · ,, tradition at Santa Clara. There are approximately thirty musicians 
in orchestra, which Newton sees as "a fairly small, but well-
balanced group." Newton explains that he has performed in 
ensembles with less than thirty musicians as well as over three 
l1undred musicians. 
"I find it a plus to have a smaller group of about thirty student 
musicians because it is a close-knit community. Everyone 
eventually gets to know each other," Newton said. 
Cameron Peterson '17 explained that Santa Clara's orchestra 
recently acquired a new conductor. John Kennedy. Kennedy 
uses a different strategy, breaking the musicians up into smaller 
groups called sectionals, where the musicians work with other 
students who belong to the same instrumental category. The 
students receive extra practice on their notes and get exposure 
to professional musicians who also played a similar instrument. 
Though most students hope to use orchestra has an 
extracurricular, Elizabeth Grishaw '14 is excited to go to the 
next level with her music. Grishaw is currently the orchestra's 
first chair violin. However, she also plays outside of school wit11 
the California Pops orchestra located in Palo Alto. 
"This orchestra is a great way to get my name out there because 
these people have so many connections." Grishaw said. 
Sl1e plans to go on and play with small local groups while 
studying to become a school psychologist 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Conductor John Kennedy 
leads the orchestra in 
weekly practice. 
ID Jessy Frydenberg 
Parker Newton '17 
practices reading and 
composing music for the 
March concert. 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
Cameron Peterson '17, 
Edward Charlers '17, and 
their fellow performers 
practice violin every 
Tueday. 
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Allen Han '17 
practices with the 
woodwind section 
for an upcoming 
performance. 
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0 Ashley Cabrera 
Francesco Merola 
'17 and Reilly Farrell 
'15 take center 
stage for a skit. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Bronco TV 
members head 
to Lucas to shoot 
one of their films. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
The crew reviews 
some of the takes 
from the day picking 
only the best shots. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
The club members 
brainstorm ideas 




SANTA CLARA'S OWN COLLEGE HUMOR 
Santa Clara's Bronco TV club meets every Monday in the library to mash 
out ideas for each week's comedy sketch. Co-presidents, Reilly Farrell '15 
and Andres Maldonaldo-Liu '16 run the club and work on editing sketches 
filmed by the crew. Upon joining. the new members need no prior experience 
and are urged to just jump in. 
"We're not hesitant about giving new members a big role right away," Farrell 
said. "We really encourage them to start getting creative and having a good 
time." 
"It's really great, since I'm working with so many great people and I get to do 
so many things in Bronco TV," Francesco Merola '17 said. 
Creating the comedy sketches is a group effort; members can do anything 
from writing, filming, acting, editing or all of them at once. The writers can 
direct and act in their own creations. Members also branch off from other 
people's ideas if they find a way to make the subject work. 
"During the meetings. we' ll go over ideas and review scripts, it's an open 
environment, and there is no room for criticism," Josh Gibbons '15 said. 
"When shooting comes around, we dedicate around two to three hours to 
get quality shots." 
In addition to filming their own sketches, Bronco TV also collaborates with 
the Improvisation Club and Japanese Student Association for small projects, 
such as doing interesting acts quietly around the library to break the tension; 
for example, attempting to eat applesauce without using hands. and without 
picking the cup up. Some students were impressed, and others were grossed 
out. In the end, be it with their own members or others, everyone is always 
ready to weave out a fabric of humor. 
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0 Ashley Cabrera 
BroncoTV shares 
laughs all around 
while watching one of 
their comedic skits. 
SPIRITUAL INTEGRATION 
RESIDENT MINISTERS LOOK TO 
INCORPORATE SPIRITUALITY INTO THE 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
Living in the residence halls is an integral part of getting comfortable in college, and the 
Resident Ministers (RMs) are here to provide another extension of that support. 
"Our program is so integrated into the RLCs. We play a big part in the formation of the 
community and the wellbeing of the students," Frances Cook, an RM for Sobrato, said. 
Likewise, Yaya Morales, the RM for Graham, explained that she aims to be "a resource for 
students, help facilitate reflections, be a role model, and guide students in their discernment 
of their spirituality." 
"A Resident Minister has many hats - Counselor, Chef, Friend, Listener, Activist, Teacher, 
our role encompasses all these roles and more," Danyelle Kelly, RM of Dunne Hall said. 
"We help enhance student development in their academic and social lives which builds a 
compassionate community." 
Amongst their many roles within the community they also plan activities and events in order 
to get to know students in their residence halls as well as in other halls better. Cook for 
example created a series on food to help explore how to cook; "Knowing about the food 
you're buying and how that can be a spiritual experience". Morales continues to hold weekly 
"Treats with Yaya" and "Bedtime Yoga," inviting students in for some fun and relaxation. 
"Yaya is a vital and wonderful member of our community. She is a support system for both 
our staff and our residents, and brings such a beautiful, caring energy to the community," 
Emily Campi '15 said. "Resident Ministers [and more importantly) Campus Ministry play 
a vital role in providing a safe space for students to explore who they are in faith as well as 
who they wish to become personally, professionally, and spiritually." 
"I now have the biggest family anybody could imagine," Kelly said. 
"The students teach me so much about life, about love, about spirituality, I am challenged 
by that and have completely embraced this experience," Cook said. 
0 Hidden Villa Sli 
A group of studer.: 
from CLC stop' 
take a photc 
0 Julia Claire Landry 
Students crowd 
together for a big hug • ··············· 
and celebration at the 
end of a Fall Search 
Retreat. 
0 Julia Claire Landry 
Emily Campi '15 gets • ·························: 
the playdoh out for 
some fun and games 
during a Campus 
Ministry retreat. 
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0 Jessy Frydenberg 
The Mission Church 
serves as a center of • ······' 
campus spirituality for 
many students and 
faculty. 
0 Jessy Frydenberg 
During a candlelight 
vigil in remembrance of 
homeless persons who 
lost their lives, students 
were encouraged to 
share their emotions, 
thoughts, and pieces of 
writing with the group. 
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0 Chuck Barry 
President Father 
Engh receives 
a tour of the 
house during 
construction. 
~ Chuck Barty 
The 2 o 13"-Ra~ian 
house is dropped 
into place at the 
Irvine center: 
0 Chuck Barry 
Jake Gallau '13 and 
Michael Dewane '14 
nail down wooden 
planks to be used. 
n Chuck Barry 
A hard working 
constru.ct1on 
worket,takes a short 
break after constructing 
t/"\e house's tailing. 
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HOME AT LAST 
SOLAR DECATHLON LEAVES THE 
COMPETITION WITH MORE THAN AN 
AWARD 
Two and a l1alf years, one hundred and ten hours a week, twenty-five highly motivated 
and dedicated students. 
The Solar Decathlon is a biennial competition sponsored by the U.S Department of Energy 
that unites twenty teams of college students from around the world to design, construct, 
and operate the most energy-efficient, functional, and attractive solar powered home. 
"It's been nice to just sit back and reflect on the past two years," said Jake Gallau '13 
who graduated in June, but is still enrolled at Santa Clara with intentions of studying law 
next fall. 
Gallau devoted the majority of his time as the Project Manager and was faced with the 
challenge of leading not only one of the youngest teams but one comprised solely of 
undergraduates in this international competition. 
"A huge reason for why I joined the team was because I wanted to learn," Gallau said. 
Like many other team members, Gallau gave up a large portion of his summers to be 
away from family and work, to focus on construction of the house. What started as only 
a basic model for the house later turned into an award-winning, thousand square foot. 
completely solar powered house, that was to be graded on everything from market 
appeal to architecture, communications, affordability and even entertainment. 
Budget coordinator Mike Dewane '14, took a lot of pride in the team's first place win 
for comfort and home entertainment. Each team invited competing teams over for dinner 
and a movie. They were then judged based on the visitors' experiences. 
"It is nice because we are also bonding together at the same time," Dewane said, 
reflecting on last minute 7 /11 Slurpee runs to please their guests during evaluation. 
What made this competition unique was that rather than official judges, the teams 
graded each other throughout the competition. 
"There are two faculty advisors, but otherwise the decathlon team is student run," 
Dewane explained. 
Being a student run organization was seen as a huge benefit to Dewane. "It was an 
experience within itself to work with a team that you have become so close to after 
working 110 hours a week." 
For architect Beth Avon '14, who was heavily involved as the head of the interior team 
and the health and safety officer, she took this as a way to bond. 
"We have a definite dynamic and together we found a way to build an 1,000 square foot 
house and also bond tl1roughout this experience," Avon said. 
The team fin ished in eleventh place and is currently dissolved but Gallau is working to 
find an owner of the $335,000 home. Gallau's main hope is that visitation rights will be 
granted for the team and that the money go toward a good cause. 
"We easily could have found another job with higher pay, but in the end we all stuck with 
this and it paid off," Dewane said. 
Both he and Gallau were satisfied with the outcomes and have little to regret. 
"The team went through a lot but I couldn't be more impressed by everyone who was 
on the project," Gallau said. 
0 Chuck Barry 
Taylor Donato '14 hoists a 
supporting beam for the awning 
for the first time before leaving 
to Irvine. 









THE CU LTURE 
BONDING IN A FOREIGN LAND 
Through the lgnatian Center, students travel within and beyond 
the borders of the United States to immerse themselves in new 
and unknown cultures. Regardless of location, all students are 
challenged with adapting to new cultures, surroundings, and 
eachother. 
Delegations of a dozen or so students, many of which were 
strangers prior to the immersion, are immediately confronted 
with the task of living simply with eleven other strangers. For 
the El Salvador 2013 immersion group, this meant having three 
to four students share single bedrooms, showers and even 
beds. 
''There's a really diverse group of people that I went on the trip 
with, and it has led me to cross paths with people I would've 
otherwise not met," Lauren Ito '14 said. Ito, a fluent Spanish 
speaker, acted as an informal translator throughout the El 
Salvador immersion - a role that helped her non-Spanish 
speaking roommates, Samira Almendras '14, and Kathrine 
Everett '13, communicate with locals. 
The three had opted to room together for both their time in 
San Salvador and Guarjilla. The El Salvador program divided 
time between the capital city of San Salvador, and the campo 
(farming village) of Guarjilla, located in the northern department 
of Chalatenango. It was in Guarjilla that individuals truly became 
immersed in the Salvadoran culture through homestays. 
During homestays, in which students were divided into small 
groups to live with local families for three days and two nights, 
Ito acted as a bridge between her homestay family and her 
roommates, translating stories between her Salvadoran hosts 
and her roommates. 
''There was definitely a spectrum of travel experience in the 
group I travelled with. It was really nice to be able to help each 
other because not everyone was experienced with travelling," 
Ito said. 
"You go to places you've never been and with people you've 
never met," Karina Soto '15 said. "Through that you meet new 
people and you have to set aside your worries and anxieties." 
Soto has gone to both the El Salvador and Tuscon Borderlinks 
immersion programs offered by the lgnatian Center. 
Through immersion opportunities students are able to connect 
to others within the Santa Clara University community, as well 
as the greater world. 
0 The lgnatian Center 
Natalie Lays '14 reads a 
book to children during her 
immersion program. 
IO The lgnatian Center 
Students help paint a 
house during their New 
Orleans immersion. 
0 The lgnatlan Center 
A group of students pose for a 
picture after eating dinner on 
the Quetzaltepec Volcano in 
San Salvador. El Salvador. 
0 The lgnatian Center 
The New Orleans 
immersion group 
take a group photo. 
0 The lgnatian Center 
Students have fun while 
helping rebuild houses in 
New Orleans. 
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0 Robert Boscacci 
Joe Alexander-Short 
'14 gets ready tor 
breakfast in Myanmar. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Safiya Bouhouch 
'14 l istens intently 
to the advice given 
by another student 
during a meeting. 
0 Montage Film Club 
Barefoot and bare 
essentials, Robert 
Boscacci '15 immerses 
himself amongst Buddhist 
monks as he digs for 
inspiration on his next 
fi lm. 
. ..... ... 
O Taesu Pak 
Alexandra 
Sudomoeva '16 
and Chloe Holland 
'16 contribute to 
the club's ideas tor 





MONTAGE FILM CLUB 
INTERACTING BOTH ON AND 
OFF SCREEN 
Whether it is a video for faculty use or for the Super Bowl 
Doritos competition, the Montage Film Club has impacted 
Santa Clara University. 
"One way the club has been interactive with the community 
was making a video for the Drahmann center that explains 
to incoming freshman tl1e process of signing up for classes," 
Kirkland Langberg '16 said. 
These videos are not just a one-man job. 
"You have the gaffers who do the lighting. You have the whole 
sound crew and actors. Having to work with each other is really 
important," said Langberg. 
The group works on a regular basis with each other, meeting 
often and bonding over their love for film. 
"Because you're working as a group, meeting once a week and 
filming outside of the club really brings people together. People 
become really close," Chloe Holland '16 said. 
Montage is a very tight-knit group of people. Even though not 
all of them are experienced with film, they work together to gain 
experience. 
"You really learn a lot from your peers and people are really 
willing to help out, " Holland said. 
Although the students interact a lot w ith regards to club 
matters. they also interact outside of the club when they are 
just hanging out. 
"Whenever I watch a movie with my friend, we always get new 
ideas from the movie that we can incorporate into our own 
projects," Alexandra Sudomoeva '16 said. 
This group of students has really come together over their 
love for film and has affected the SCU community with their 
collaborative projects. 
0 Taesu Pak 
Cinematographer 
in the Montage 
Film Club shoots 
some B-Roll 
shots. 
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BRONCO BAKERS 
USING A LOVE OF BAKED GOODS TO 
FOSTER CONNECTIONS 
Santa Clara offers an array of special interest clubs and one in particular is 
aimed at students with a passion for baking-and eating. 
Co-presidents Melissa Bica '14 and Samantha Meredith '14 founded the 
Santa Clara Baking Society spring quarter of last year. 
"Baking Society is a club for anyone who likes baking or eating baked 
goods," Bica said. "We have a different theme every week and everyone 
bakes according to that theme and brings it in. We all share our baked goods 
together, eat and socialize." 
Baking Society meets Sundays at 8 pm in Casa and communicates the 
weekly theme via their Facebook page. 
The club was inspired by Bica and Meredith's experiences while studying 
abroad. The two attended a semester at The University of Edinburgh during 
their junior years and became regulars at Edinburgh's Baking Society 
throughout their time there. Edinburgh has societies rather than clubs, and 
they wanted to reflect the origin of the club by holding onto society as part 
of the name. 
"We loved going to it while we were there so we decided to start a baking 
I y r , W 
"It kind of is a connection to my time abroad, so that's neat," said Rick 
Schulte '14, who was abroad with Bica and Meredith. 
Schulte enjoys how Baking Society and other clubs available to the student 
body help you meet people you would not meet otherwise such as those 
outside your maJor. He liked starting off the week sharing what he baked with 
his friends during the meetings, as well as tasting what others brought in. 
"Even if you're not a baker, Just come and eat the food," Schulte said. 
Grace Ogihara '16 found out about the club when a friend invited her to 
help bake one Sunday. 
Whether you're a baker or just enjoy eating what others have baked, this 
society is one to keep in mind when you need a break during Sunday 
evenings, which are typically homework-heavy on campus. 
"We get to experience stuff other than the academic subjects-its like home 
economics," Ogihara said. 
Bringing international experiences back to campus has never been so 
delicious' 
• 
Q Ashley Cabrera 
"I like how people make 
different variations of 
normal recipes," Grace 
Ogihara '16 said. These 
cookies contain blue 
cheese following the 
cheese theme. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Baking Society membei;s 
pose for a photo while 
they enjoy the treats oJ 
the night on January 12 
~ Ashley Cabrera 
Charlotte Brown '14 
and Melissa Bica '1 4 
............ ... promote the new club 
at the Club Fair. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
Rick Schulte '14 
shares the apple 
cider he made 
tor the apple 
themed week. 
0 Grace Ogihera 
Diane Hanger '14 and 
Sophie Biencourt '16 
enjoy a cupcake. There 
is always plenty of 
desserts to choose from 
during club gatherings. 
DAKING SOCIETY 
I 
. ................. .; 
DESIGNER U£RN!CE WANG 







AND SEND . 
Move over lnstagram, there's another popular app that's quickly 
sweeping up people who've been looking for a simple way to interact 
with friends. It's called Snapchat. Snapchat is a mobile app you can 
download to your iPhone or Android smartphone, which you can then 
use to "chat" with friends through photos, videos and captions. You 
can thrnk of it like texting with pictures or videos, however the photo is 
instantly deleted seconds after the recipient has opened it. 
Actual users? The most quoted figure has been 5 million active users 
daily. In October, 9% of American mobile phone owners were using 
Snapchat. which would suggest 26 million users in the US alone. 
Among 18 to 22-year-olds, the percentage rose to 26%. 
- -
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~ Photo courtesy 
of SLURP 
Slurpees five 
together on the 
seventh floor of 
Swig Hall and 
take several 
classes together. I 
Q Jessy Frydenberg 
The SLURP floor of 
Swig Is dedicated 
enti re ly to Slurpees and 
their colorful cups. 
O Jessy Frydenberg 
Large posters of the many 
research projects done 
by "Slurpees" hang in 
Swig such as this one, 
completed In 2008. 
0 Colleem Henn 
Sarah Marble '16 poses 
next lo a portion of her 
group's final SLURP project. 
1 07 
iO Colleen H A . enn 
mixed med· 
project done i: 
Casey Clifford ~16. 
FRI ENDS OF THE EARTH 
THE MANY FACETS OF SLURP 
The Sustainable Living Undergraduate Research (SLURP) is an opportunity for students with a passion to come 
together and participate in research to promote Santa Clara's culture of environmental sustainability. 
"It is a floor ,n Swig that Is devoted to Irving rn an environmentally conscious manner. Members of the floor have the 
opportunity to enroll In the SLURP class where they create a research project influenced by any aspect of SCU and 
sustainability,'' Keely Graskamp '15 explained. 
These projects can range from a piece of artwork on display in Benson, to an environmental documentary or an 
analytical report on the school's carbon emissions. 
"Swig focused on reducing consumption and other daily impacts on the environment. To facilitate, we encouraged 
turning lights off and unplugging outlets that are not ,n use. taking the stairs as opposed to elevators, and sharing 
general tips to consume less," Graskamp said . 
"Students use their projects to target small-scale changes that Santa Clara can make that really influence each 
1ndiv1dual's decisions." said Colleen Henn '16, who took part in one of the largest projects that took place last year. 
"Our whole theme was · Aspire to Inspire.' We wanted people to see that we are a part of nature and it is our duty to 
care of the world we live In " 
Through pieces of recycled wood transformed ,nto environmental paintings, photographs and mixed media such 
as single-use Starbucks cups turned rnto a sculpture, all looked to depict the same message: "humans and nature 
are kind of the same. Nature is resilient and we as humans tend to use nature as a design element. So people are 
intrinsically a part of nature,·· Henn said 
"My project explored the environmental, financial. and logistical implications of SCU hosting freshmen orientation in 
the middle of the summer." Frederick Williamson '15 said . 
Having received much praise from the faculty and the students alike, the examination of carbon emissions, energy 
costs, travel costs and other factors of freshmen orientation was extended for a second year. Having a year or two 
of experience under their belts. both Williamson and Graskamp worked wit l1 the freshmen helping them develop their 
own research projects. 
"I was a Peer Educator Each group had a Peer Educator from the upper-division class who offered suggestions and 
was available to help rev,se each project as they progressed," Graskamp said. 
Similarly Williamson said. "I helped the SLURP babies polish their research proposals, direct them to resources, an9 
draft their final reports." 
''We have the power to inspire the people we meet everyday, so I feel like even in just interacting with people and 
telling them about SLURP and our projects makes a difference," Henn said . 
-- - --- -- ----------------





SHOW OFF THEIR HOME TO 
PROSPECTIVE NEW MEMBERS 
OF OUR COMMUNITY 
Nearly every student has interacted with a student ambassador 
before arriving to campus. Student ambassadors work hard to 
spark the interests of students in order to create the diverse 
community for which we strive. 
"Student ambassadors must show a wide range of 
demographics to students every single tour," Jordan Gray '15 
said. 
Before Sydney Tracey '16 decided to come to Santa Clara she 
said her student ambassador had shown her how wonderful 
our community is, aside from the numbers and statistics online. 
Her ambassador made such a big impact on these four years 
of her life that she decided to become a student ambassador to 
show others what an amazing community we have. 
Rachel Zalikind '16 emphasized how important the hiring 
process is. 
"When we do our hiring process we really try and find students 
who are heavily involved in different aspects of campus so 
they are knowledgable on numerous things, but also really 
excited when they present their club information to perspective 
students." Zalikind said. 
Together, student ambassadors have created a tight-knit 
community that works hard to promote the mission, vision and 
values of Santa Clara University. 
"For me it is really about the community that we have 
established," Carlton Gossett '15 said. "We are coming from 
all different parts of SCU and that has been instrumental in 
helping me build relationships with different types of people 
and just knowing what is going on around school." 
Student ambassadors continually strive to show off the strength 
of our community through their passion in representing SCU, 
personal perspective and helping prospective students see 
how Santa Clara could be the place for them to have a fulfilling 
college career. 
6 Claire McBride 
Ariana Dennis '14 gives a 
detailed presentation about 
what imcoming students 
can study on campus. 
t~ I\ 
- -- - -=II, 
~ Claire McBride 
Brittni Kam '15 smiles as a... 
she introduces herself lo a 
prospective student. 
0 Claire McBride 
Maura Bonini '16, Brittni Kc1m '15 
and Javen Kizzart '14 
share their experiences with 
prospective students and families. 
iO Claire McBride 
Jordan Gray '15 addresses 
a tour group of prospective 
students in the Arts and 
Sciences building. 
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0 Marie Cathelineau 
Clement Lemaire '14, 
Celine Gerodez '14, and 
Louise Cannesson '14 
pose for a picture with 




114 balances on 
a fallen tree. 
0 Marie Cathelineau 
Clement Lemaire '14 
and Louise Cannesson 
'14 get both exercise 
and sightseeing in 




SPECIAL FEATURES INTER NATIONAL CLUB 
INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
DEBUT 
CONNECTING FOREIGN EXCHANGE 
STUDENTS WITH THE SCU COMMUNITY 
International Club was new on campus this year. It started as a way to get international 
exchange students incorporated with the SCU lifestyle, making sure they have a 
great time while they're here in California and especially at SCU. 
"When I went abroad we had an International Club and it completely made the 
experience," said Danielle Kaigler '1 4. "This year we went to Great America for 
Halloween and that was awesome. A lot of the international students had never 
celebrated Halloween so it was really new to them. We've also had some potluck 
dinners and a barbecue." 
Since both American and international students were brought together, Pravnav 
Bheda '17 said that this allowed students to "meet a lot of people with similar 
backgrounds and even people who you have mutual friends with already." 
Club leaders used International Student Services (ISS) to get in touch with these 
international students to tel l them about the club. Santa Clara's international office 
helped students set up here. They sent club leaders emails and kept in touch about 
prospective students. 
Javier Aguera '14 was a foreign exchange student. At the beginning of the year he 
received an email from international advisors, which put him in touch with the club 
leaders. Being a part of the International Club and attending SCU has been "quite an 
experience," for Aguera. 
'Tm from Spain so the way the university works and the way classes work are very 
different from Spain. Here professors are much more interactive and close with the 
students," Aguera said. "Everyone is very welcoming here." 
"Just bringing international students in touch with American students is what the club 
was founded for, because both are involved in the SCU community," Kaigler said . 
6 Marie Cathelineau 
The International 
Club sees one of 
California's greatest 
scenes, the Half 
Dome at Yosemite. 
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PERSONALITI ES 
SANTA CLARA STUDENTS 
WELCOME THE NEW FRESHMEN 
FROM STUCCO, A POPULAR SPOT 
FOR OFF-CAMPUS LIVING. 
•
r · · . 
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PERSONALITIES 
FRES l~MEN 
STUDENTS FROM THE CLASS 
OF 2017 AS SEEN FROM SWIG, 
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JACK TARO I EU I 
Q : How did you make connections with people on your floor and in 
your classes? 
A: "To meet people on my floor I've just tried to leave my door open as 
much as I can and watch football and baseball games in the commons 





















































Chiara De Blasio 
Amanda Delfino 
Kendra Delgado 
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Q : How did you make connections 
with people on your floor and in 
·, 
-~ your classes? 
~t'r 
A : "I really had to break 
~
out of my shell and go 
out of my way to make 
i:. connections whether it 
was always leaving my 
door open when I was 
in my room or starting 
conversations with a 





ANDR EA MOOUNGNO, '17 
Q : How did you make connections with people on your floor and in 
your classes? 
A "My floor, 7th floor swig (SLURP), has gotten really close simply 
because we all made an effort in the beginning to getto know each other 
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KYLE CZAPLAKI 1 1 7 
Q : How have you coped with being away 
from home for the first time? 
"I would say that I have 
coped with being away 
from my family mostly by 
staying around friends 
and teammates. The 
first couple of weeks 
here I struggled mostly 
when I was alone. When 
I kept myself busy and 
socializing with others, it 
t' was a lot easier to keep my 
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TIFFANY SARCHET, MARK DIAZ 
AND JAKE TIERNEY MAKE THEIR 
WAY HOME ON A FRIDAY. 














































































































~ Enk Christensen Brandi Chun 
I Andy Chung Vincente Ciancio 
Marco Ciocone 
' ' Kathleen Cilfone I 




























I Daphne Cottrell Caitlin Courshon 
I Marcos Cousineau 
r Veronica Covdy 
' Esther Cowles I Kelty Cox-Gonzalez 
II Kevin Coyle 

























































































EMI LY SIDFORD 1 '1 6 ~ 
Q : How do you keep in touch with friends? 
A: "I make a point to having an 
aggressive greeting. Whether 
it's in a dorm, in benson, or 
walking to class, I'm sure 
to either scare the crap 
out of them or jump on 
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JI MMY HARRISON, '16 
Q: How do you keep in touch with friends? 
A: "I make sure to attend as many of my RLCAs 
events as possible, I am careful to always smile and say 
hello to people walking by and I do my homework in the 
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,, Luis Millan 
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Ni 11a Morrison 
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Sarah Moshe, 
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RIBO HOLGANZA , 
I 1 6 
Q : How do you keep in touch 
with friends? 
A: "My phone 
Facebook are my favorite 
ways to keep in touch 










Kendall Lindsey Romo 














































Anna Van Patten 























































MICHAELA SCANLON ) 1 16 
Q: How do you keep in touch with friends? 
"I keep in touch with others primarily by reaching 
out to them and texting them or lunch or dinner dates. It 
definitely takes an extra effort, but it 's worth it!" 




Old you know the 
class of 2016 comes 
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l. 'J 
JUN IORS 
MEEKS VAUGHAN PHOTOGRAPHS 
DESIREE WILLIAMS, TINA 
TRABOULSI AND MARY HELEN 















li. ,I Sandeep Adem Tolulope Adeoye (' Victoria Adetuyi , .I Anisha Agarwal 
Matthew Agostino 
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- I Anthony Ayres Chloe Bacon 
Joshua Baculi 
Jacob Badish 





























































































































Andres De Ariola 
Caroline De Bie 
Julia De Lorimier 






































Joel l:nrielmrn m 
Megan Engstrom 
Q What is the most interesting way you've made a friend at SCU? 
"My friend Ryan lived across the hall from me all year last year 
but we didn't get to know each other until Spring quarter when we 
ran into each another getting breakfast in Benson one Saturday. 
We ate together, then ended up hanging out the whole rest of the 
day. Literally went from acquaintances to close friends in one day!" 



































11, Savanna Frierson 
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I 1 5 
Did you have any one particular 
interaction with a professor, 
peer, or mentor that led you 
to select your major? 
A: 11 1 talked to a friend 
who is now graduated 
. • who talked to me about 
finance and the reasons 





























































Q : What is your favorite way to stay in touch with your friends back 
at SCU while you are abroad? 
"My favorite way to stay in touch with my friends who are not 
abroad is through Facebook messaging. Skype is great because you 
can see them face-to-face, but it's hard to sync schedules ... With 
Facebook messaging though, I can send messages when I have time, 






































Ralph Erik Ong 
Nicole Orban 
Julian Ornelas 






















I 1 5 
What is your favorite way to stay in 
touch with your friends abroad? 
"I stay in touch with 
my friends that are abroad 
through viber and Skype! 
I love still getting to see 
them and see where they 
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0 : Did you have any one particular interaction with a professor, 
peer, or mentor that led you to select your major? 
A: "Before picking up a theatre major, I intended on solely being a 
business major. Then I took Aldo Billingslea's acting class. Enough 
said. Aldo's motivating classes and thoughts on the world and how 
theatre plays a role in social justice caught me like a fly in the Vaseline." 
Zackery Tahar 















































Kyle Van Zanten 
Michelle Varraveto 





HASCHEFFJ 1 1 5 
What is the most interesting 
way you have made a friend 
at SCU? 
A: 11 I got into a verbal 
altercation with a kid 
playing football and 
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SENIORS REMINISCE ON THEIR 
TIME AT SANTA CLARA DURING 
THE WINTER QUARTER SENIOR 
NIGHT PUT ON BY ASG IN THE 
LOCATELLI CENTER. 
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JOHN MCART~IU R, 1 14 
Q '. Following graduation, how do you plan on staying involved in the 
Santa Clara University community? 
A'. "After graduation I plan to attend as many alumni functions and 
as many athletic events that I can. Santa Clara has been the besi 
years of my life thus far, and it would not have been possible without 
~ the amazing alumni and community that Santa Clara has developed. 
I am looking forward to being part of that." 
Jackson Anderson 










































177 SENIO~ S 
Lauren Bonney 





Kahler Pascuale Bugtong 
Bioeng,neenng 
Kevin Buiza 
















.. "fr MATT MARTINEZ, 1 14 
Q : How have you used your SCU connections to get a job/ internship? 
· ~ , .. A: "I have used SCU connections to get a job at Cisco because my 
\{ ~~ . · · 1J .:· friend told me about a job posting that I would be a good fit for at her 
,ti w- f · company." 
-, ...... .. .. , .. , 

































Public Health Science 
Elizabeth Donahue 









Bioengineering & Malhematics 
COLLEEN ZELLITTI, 1 1 4 
Q : How have you used your SCU connections to get a job/internship? 
A: "The class Careers for the Common Goods provided me with 
invaluable resources in regards to job searching and networking 
etiquette--everything from how to create a Linkedln profile to 
understanding various fields and careers." 
Kelsey Rtzpatrick 
~ &Pvblic H8allh Science 
Lucas Flagg 
Physics & Chemisll)I 
Rachel Flariagan 





Polaicai Saance and Com,n<.-.catlon 
Mayra Garcia 
Latin American Studies 
Meghan Garrett 
Biology 
Carmela Paula Gaspar 



























Managamenl and Economics 
Amanda Green 
























ERIK TORAL, 1 14 
Q : How have you used your SCU connections to get a job/internship? 
A: "I have taken advantage by attending many of the company 
meet & greets that the Leavey School of Business puts on for our 
benefit. At these events, I have had the opportunity to network with 
many potential employers, some whom are part of the Bronco family. 
Through networking, I received a lot of tips and advice from doing well 
/
. in interviews and the necessary steps to getting a job offer. Without 





























~ & lnformalion Systems 
Kristine Kurtz 
Anthropology 
Michelle La Bine 
Mechanical Engineering 
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AMANDA SHARPE I 1 14 
Q : How have you used your SCU connections to get a job/internship? 
A: "I have util ized SCU connections to help land an internship and 
later a ful l-time job. The job fairs as well as Santa Clara's Career Center 
proved very helpful when searching for positions. Potential employers 
want to interact with students rather than just read a resume. Taking 
advantage of these opportunities was a great advantage for landing 
that dream job. Santa Clara provides any and all resources for success, 
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197 SENIOns 
Michael Miller 






















































Philosophy & Pohllcal Science 
Monica Nonega 
Psychology & Ethnic Studies 
JEFF TOBIAS 1 1 1 4 
Q : How have you used your SCU connections to get a job/internship? 
A: "I would say that I have used the connections I have made in 
my film program here on campus to help get my career path moving 
forward. Using the spring break Hollywood networking program, I met 
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Elizabeth Pettit 
ErM1onr.,.,,~tal Science 8, Ar'l!I\IO()Clogy 
Patrick Pham 


















































Biology & Spanish 
Ada-Yvette Rodriguez 














MORGAN JOHNSON, 1 14 
0 : How have you used your SCU connections to get a job/internship? 
A: "Through the SCU Career Center, I have been able to intern and 
eventually receive a full-time position with one of my dream companies, 
Live Nation. It was through the school's alumni affiliation that I was 
able to get connected with such a great company and pursue a line 
of work that fulfills my passion for music." 
Rick Schulte 




































Public Health Science 
Seher Siddiqee 




Management & lnforlll(ltion System, 
Lucinda Shore 
Public Health Science 
Luca Signore 
History and llalian 
Stephanie Skaras 
Public Health SCience 
























Public Health SciElflCe 
Ryan Tursi 




English & History 
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JULES HECKELI 1 1 4 
Q : Following graduation, how do you plan on staying involved in the 
Santa Clara University community? 
A: "I plan on staying involved in the SCU community after graduation 
by keeping in touch with my favorite professors and hopefully working 
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CLASS OF 2014 GLASSES 
ON SENIOR NIGHT 




We love you, Akshay !!! 
Pt·ol1d of yo11, Akshay!!! 
May all your (U·e,a1n1.5 co1nc true!! 
Wishing you happiness & success!! 
Lov(~, 
l\fo1n, Dad, Ena, Naina 
~ , , : .ci· ::t1.1lit:..._ .. :i.s 
y ,,u 12 -Or: Ycur \\°.,·:;: 
;;,,H .... ':" ,~;" ~ \ ;'.'" .::-:-..:.&~-"' 
~~ :.1-:·.: • .--..,j.~,-..;.-~ Rucl1 a11 adventure 11utki11g 
1ne1nories ,,rith you. 
Your just getting started! We' re so 
proud of you. 
Lovfl, 
1Vlo1n, and J)ad 
DEANNAKNEIS 
We Are So Very Proud Of You !! 
We,neproudandhonorecl to bea I)ll1"1 ofthismilestonein 
~'our life•· graclnnti11g college . 
.. ~You cnn't connect the dots looking fonrard .. ;you can 011.Jy 
connect t Jwm looking backward. Ro yon haw to 1 rust that 
the dot8 "ill somehow com1.<>ctiJ1 your fotm·P. Yon havP lo 
i rust. i11 some111ing- -~·our gut, d0stiu:v, liJe, lti.u·D1t1, wl.iaf fwe1· .. 
And most imporhml, havethec·ourage tofo1Jow your heart, 
and intuition. 
'The~immehow 1.1lreacl~-know·wlrnt yon trul~·wimt to 
become" 
.\.ud Al ways, .Uways, Always, belieYe iJ1 Yom·selJ! 
vV tc' Lo Ye y OH ' 
Dad, l\Iorn, (1ui<:1ti11a nnd Salll'inn:) J nne 20U 
JR~A PEIT.U.XHtEW 
God 1Jnsgifl.o<l y011 with lhe8frengthaud ability io shin0 
bright.ly in this world. )fayGod conti n,w io bloss yon 
withnll 1hogood thiugsyoo deSC'n e. \V0'w so proml of 
you and all of yom· nccomplis.hments. Y 011 are the most 
i11crcdi bl(' dn ugh tnr, sic_;ten .\, nnnt, and 1 ml~-a hlc>i;sing 
toeveryone whokumrs ~'011. )fay God be ,,ith you in 
every Htep of the way as yon con1,ino(' l i1f''s jo111·ne)·. 
1\1.ty a ll of your hopes and dl'enrn.s r-orne t11w 
,\Te Jove you so much, 
~Iom, Thul, Jm;h, J essi, ,J .nrrie & Lilli 
Pro,·erbs 2~:6Traiu 11p yonr chiltl in the ,n1)· hefilio11ld 
go; rwd wh('nhe is old, be wjJJ not depart fl'om it. 
Our Beloved Clay, 
Loyal, Honest, True 
Your personal qualities are unsurpassed. 
Kind and conscious of fairness, since you were small. 
Now at 6 foot 3, Open and Friendly. 
We wish you God's Speed to a future as joyful as 
you have made the hearts of your loving family 
Mom, Dad, Blake 
Querida Esly, 
Loque comenzo r.omo un lJonilo sueno. ahora es una hermosa 1:-,,,..~ 
realidad ... 
Te eslas graduando cle Santa Clara 
University y nos scnlimos muy orgullosos 
de ti y todos tus logros. Haz maclurado y 
hai aprendido a lomar buenas desiciones, 
haz conocido a gcnle que ha scmlJrado 
pusilivismo en lu vicla, y mas q ue lodo hat 
dado u n gran paso profcsional. 
esfuem, y todo el 
Te queremos mucho 
Esly y le pedimos a Dias 
porque siempre seas esa 
nina duk;e y responsable 
que eres. 
Con 1odo nucstro amor, 
Papi, Marni, and your 
litllc one. 
WE LOVE YOU! 
Wow! Four years of college is accomplished. 
Job well done! 
Now you are standing on the edge of a whole new 
and wonderful life. 
May you always keep learning, growing, and 
realizing your potential. 
Love, Dad,, Mom, Jessie and Sandy 
Brooke Barron 
SE'IIDR CO"IGRh TLILA TION• 
Congratulations Brooke! 
Brooke, you have brought us such happiness. You are 0.11 
amazing young woman. Not only are you blessed witli 
intelligen ce & beauty you are s trong, kind, loving and 
thoughtful. You have such a beautiful spirit, you make this 
world a better place. Follow your bliss ru1d you can do 
anything you want in this worl d. Congrntulations you did it, 
we are very proud of you. We love you so much. 
Love, Dad, Mom, Brittmiy, Brian & all of your loving 
family . 
Breeanna "Breezy" Decker 
J remember when you gradual;ed hi,gh school you 
said "This is just the beginning of tlw bright path 
that?s filled with my hopes and dreams." Now I 
say "You have accompl'i.shed a 1nojor step along 
tlult pat'/4 one that has -0,UrYWed growt4 
indepe1u:J,ence and confulence. » Go fearless in the 
direct:i,on of your new dreams babe. I will always 




John Nicholas Gabri 
Prom all the yesterdays to today and all the 
tomorrows; we a1·e proud of'you. Always believe 
in yourself, and you 11.lill accomplish whatever 
you set your mind to. Stick lo your morals and 
what is rigid. Dont forget to dream - big dreams! 
We wish you a life as blessed as ours has been 
since you have been in it. 
Love you, 





There are only two ways to live your life. One is as though 
nothing is a miracle. The other is as though everything is a 
miracle. 
- Albert Einstein 
We love you Micheal! 












,.3 SfN ')~ l'Orll.lRATULATIONS 
Our Dearest Lillian, CONGRATULATIONS! 
Your mom and dad 
could not wisli for a 
more wonderful, 
talented, 
ex t1·aord inary 
daughter. We know 
you will master all 
that you pursue with 
grace and elegance. 
Love you! 
Mom and Dad 
Magalicious - we are very 
proud of you. 
We knew at an early age that 
you could do anything. 
Now onto the rest of your life 
in New York City. 
Jamie Estopinal 
Co rl,{J'l'allt/(l{ im LS!!.' 
We conf,dn'I be more vroud of'.1101( and 
.tJ(JUI' och'ie?Jement,s a.t Sell. lvlrt/J this ne:tt 
dwmte1· of' vmu· life bring uon new 
passirm. ·in,<;_pi'raJi,on. happiness, d/J 
sur;~ess. 



















Your hard work has £nally 
paid off! Wishing you much 
success in all your future 
endeavors. 
We believe in you. 
All our love, 




How quickly the years between these photos have passed! 
We're so very proud of the man -you have become, 9et 
we'll always hold in our hearts the little boy you once 
were. Your intelligence, h ard work & perseverance have 
brought you this wonderful accomplishment. We wish 'JOU 
happiness and success, and all the vef'J best life can bring. ' 
It will be our joy & privilege to watch you go forth & 
conquer! Congratulations! 
With all our love, 
Mom&Dad 
Congratulations! 
Once again, you've made us so proud. 
Enjoy the challenges 
and fun that lie ahead. 








Dadl., 1Miu1111, 'Wil 
~rnd S>pei11cer 
llXX. 
Your spar1<ling personality will attract many friends. May they 
brtghten your life the way you brightened mine. I'm so proud of 
you. 
I am truly amazed at your discipline, your perfect grades, the way 
you meet every challenge life brings your way with humor, 
enthusiasm and dedication. 
You are a beautiful ballet dancer/teacher, and an outstanding 
choreographer, plus have that special intelligence for writing, film, 
and editing. 
Most of all, you brought me love and made me happy. You're a 
joy to everyone that knows you. Love Grandma Gathi LaForet 
Con3ratu(ations 
1vto({y 
We are so yroucf of YO'l.1! 
Love, 
'Mom, 'Dad: 
'Racfie( ancf Chefsea 
Olivia Ho 
Can you believe it?! Your 4 year:; of hard work has finally paid off 
today! AU those sleepless nights, caffeiJ1e, study parties, all-nighters 
and countless hours have amounted to lltis very day. 
May you forever reflect on today's accomplishment as it serves to 
inspire you to aim for th_e stars and never forsake your goals. 
Congratulations and may your steadfast perseverance bring you to 
continued happiness in life! We know your future will be the 
brightest! 
With our deepest affectionate love, 
Your Mom & Dad and Brother 
IN CLOSING 
BRONCOS SHO PRIDE AND C W OFF THEIR 
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· not pictured I1 ere. 
but definitely not forgotten 
is safiya bouhouch, 
multimedia manager 
almendras 
ava jensen , , -1 ;;1! , _ 
me I an i e p e I us o . ' · - ,, 
DESIGNER: SAMIRA ALMENDRAS 
! ............... .... ) 
~ look be1Ch cm our favorite memories 
As a second-time Editor-in-Chief, you 
think you·re fairly prepared for all that 
lies ahead What you can't prepare 
for is how attached you' ll become to 
everything. The stafi, the deadlines, 
the proofs, even the dang computers. 
My nostalgia rnay have increased 
simply because I'm not only leaving 
staff, but also the university. Santa 
Clara has given me more than I 
could ever put into words. In this 
context, I would like 10 U1ank those 
at the university who support The 
Redwood and all Chartered Student 
Organizations on campus. These 
organizations are so vital to the 
un1vers1ty and our mission. 
Whife many things I his year fe lt the 
same. this staff 1s so unique. I feel as 
though I got 10 know every one of my 
co-workers better than any other year 
on staf1 Each person is incredibly 
talented and improved enormously 
throughout the year. Each person 
was dedication to one another and to 
our organization's mission. There can 
be no greater gift for someone 1n my 
position than to see the pride each 
member displayed in thei1 work. 
As is tradition. I'd like to thank the 
people who. without him or her, 
everything would have fallen apart. 
Thsnk you Malu for ensuring truly 
spectacular photos for our yearbook. 
Ashley, your passion for high quality 
copy is unrivaled by any other 
yearbooker I've ever met. Forty-five 
percent of the book would nor have 
been possible without Kathryn's 
incredible patience and problem 
solving with the personalities 
section. Melanie, thank you so much 
for taking up the immense task of 
completing a second edition of our 
new digital yearbook. A HUGE thanks 
to Samira for being the world's besl 
design editor--no one has your eye 
for beautiful design and never-ending 
knowledge of lnDesign. 
Thank you always to my supportive 
parents lor encouraging me to do 
what I love and w stay calm In the 
face of adversity. 
Last, but not least, good luck and 
a mill ion thanks lo Jonathan! I do 
not have a single doubt that you 
Will rnake a far better Editor-in-Chief 
than I ever was. You have been my 
rock this year and I can·t count the 
number of times I was so relieved 
to have you to count on. Good luck, 




My favorite Redwood memory was 
one time when a couple of the 
other designers, Samira, and I were 
working late to get things finished 
for our first deadline Althougl1 
we were all struggling to meet the 
deadline, ii ended up being a real ly 
fun, long night together where I 
really got to connect with some of 
the other staff members! 
Ashley Cabrera 
Photograpl1er 
Being a part of this stall has been a 
fun and rewarding 1ourney. The best 
part being lhat in the process o1 
compiling memories for the student 
body 1s that we've made memories 
of our own I'll never lorgel tile 
deadlines, binging on pizza by the 
slice and singing along lo YouTube 
music videos with Bernice while 
working on our spreads, 
Ashley Nguyen 
Copy Editor 
The late nights we spent going over 
every spread, consuming way too 
much Chipotle and Redbull , the 
music we listened to, the stupid 
stuff we laughed about, toasting our 
editor's meetings with bubbly, and 
singing Row, Row, Row Your Boat 
really fast because we couldn't get 
that seesaw to balance: those are 
my favorite memories. 
Claire McBride 
Photographer 
My favorite Redwood memory was 
photographing KSCU for the first 
time. Heading to their broadcast 
room and not knowing what to 
expect, I ended up meeting some 
really cool students who are 
extremely passionate about music, 
II was also neat to see them play 
music and speak live 'on air.' 
Overall, it made me feel so much 





I really liked that one late night 
designer party where we watched 
movies and finished our drafts 
together. We were all kinda sleep 
deprived, but that made it more 
tun while exchanging ideas and 
scooting around the room on those 
scary lean-too-far-back chairs. I 
thfnk Vivian almost fell off one ... 
.. . And getting eaten by the couch. 
That thing is magnificent. 
Courtney Newell 
Copywriter 
My favorite memory Wi th The 
Redwood team this year is definitely 
the high ropes course we went to as 
a team bonding experience at the 
beginning of the year. Though it was 
frightening jumping from really high 
places, it was a great way to get 
to know fel low staff members and 




My favorite memory was staying 
late on weekends with some of the 
other designers and finishing pages. 
One time everyone was in the room 
procrastinating ... I mean working 
and we put the projector out and 
watched Hercules. It was actually 
nice to see everyone together and 
working as a team. Experiences 
like that make me realize that the 
work we do not only helps write a 
yearbook we can be proud of but 
builds friendships between us that 
help us grow stronger not only as a 
staff, but as friends. 
Ava Jensen 
Digital Publisher 
My favorite memory is definitely the 
retreat because it was the first time 
I was able to meet the people I was 
going to work with. It was also a 
very wild, interesting and, at times, 
intimate experience that I don't think 
I'll ever forget. 
PHOTOGRAPHER: MALU VELTZE DESIGNER: SAM IRA AL.MENDRAS 
A took back on our favome memories .. 
Max Wahl 
Business Manager 
My favorite memory of yearbook this 
year was having a month supply 
of Pizza My Heart after each of the 
deadlines. I also enioyed harrassing 




Other than spending ten hours of 
editing per deadline. I enjoy corning 
across my fellow friends from The 
Redwood outside of the office. The 
most rewarding feeling 1s seeing all 
the l1ard work that every individual 
puts into the yearbook. 
Giving feedback lo photographers 
and saying cheers to the senior 




My favorite part from working on 
The Redwood th is year was having 
the opportunity to introduce and 
work with so many new faces on 
staff. Seeing the spread of talent 
from photos, to copy, to interactive 
design was truly remarkable and 
made this book the besl one yet. 
Jessy Frydenberg 
Photographer 
Our team has had too many 
great moments and good limes 
together that it's hard to pick just 
one memory. One that does stand 
out however 1s seeing everyone's 
faces as they each questioned their 
decision to jump off the 65-foot 
elevated diving board at our team 
retreat to Camp Jones Gulch. 
That along with the spider-web 
challenge was definitely quite the 
site and a fun and exciting way to 
get to know each other! 
Kathryn Avila 
Personalities Editor 
My favorite memory from this year 
is bonding with everyone on staff 
retreat. Although I hate the outdoors, 
the ropes course we did gave me 




My favonte memories include eating 
Big Sur and Maui Wowie pizzas from 
Pizza My Heart during Deadlines 2, 
3. and 5 when our hour-long staff 
meetings never took just one hour. 
I also really enioyed every interview 
I did for each of my copies. because 
I was able to meet a diverse group 
of individuals who contribute to our 
Bronco community. 
--- - - - --- - . -------- -
Safiya Bouhouch 
Multimedia Manager 
Hanging out in The Redwood office 
on Monday afternoons is always 
what gets me through the first 
day of the week! I've been able to 
meet wonderful people working 
on The Redwood statf, and I enjoy 
watching the hard work and effort 
that goes into the yearbook. I get to 
Him on campus events and student 
programs. 
I couldn't ask for a better job! 
Melanie Peluso 
Digital Publishing Editor 
My fondest memory of yearbook is 
cuddling with Samira on the couch. 
After spending almost two years 
together on staff, we can both say 
with confidence that we are the best 





My favorite memories by far are 
those where sloths are involved. No 
group of people better understands 
my obsession with sloths than 
The Redwood staff. I! has been 
a group effort to thoroughly flood 
my Facebook wall wi1h any and all 
internet sloth references. 
My least favorite memory might 




STI\FF N01 ES 
Redwood was fun. Taking photos 
and getting free pizza was great but 
the best part was meeting a great 
group of people. 
I've found that anywhere I go on the 
Santa Clara campus, there is always 
an awesome group of people who 
know how to have fun and still work 
hard. Pretty awesome to be a part of 
the yearbook, i t's a change of pace 
from academics and other things. 
PHOTOGRAPHER• I\IIALU VELTZE DESIGNER SAMIRA ALMENDRAS 
-------------------

YEAR IN REVIEW 
Thank you! 
To all organizations and 
individuals on and off campus 
who supported The Redwood 
and contributed to this year's 
book, thank you so muchl 
Santa Clara University's 110th 
volume of The Redwood 
yearbook was printed in 4/4 
CMYK color by: 
Balfour Publishing 
1550 W. Mockingbird Lane 
Dalas, Texas 75235 
Pages were designed on iMac 
and Mac Pro computers using 
Adobe lnDesign CS6. 
Pages were submitted 
electronically as PDF's. 
All photographs were post 
processed with Adobe 
Photoshop CS6 and 
Adobe Camera Raw 7 
All copy was written by 
Redwood staff members. Type 
is set in Helvetica Neue, and 
Helvetica. 
Senior Portraits were taken by: 
Ultimate Exposures 
7011 Hayvenhurst Ave # C 
Van Nuys, CA 91406 
The Redwood is published for 
all undergraduate students at 
Santa Clara University. This year 
the book was sold at $124. 
Our coverage ranges from 
September 2013 to March 2014 
in order for us to meet our March 
deadline and to ensure the 
books ship by the end of May. 
Special thanks to our advisor, 
Gordon Young , and to Kelly 
Hendricks-Parsons and Mike 
Carl for managing our senior 
congratulatory ads, mailers, and 
book sales. 
If you would like more 
information about our 
publication, 
please contact us at: 
The Redwood Yearbook 
Santa Clara University 
500 El Camino Real 
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SEPT. 23, 2014 
First classes of the 
year begin 11:"tr Malu Veltze 




Rice was the 
first speaker rn 
the Presidential 
Speakersenes 
Into the Wild 


















0 Kevin Boehnlein 
NOV. 7, 2013 
lgwebUlke puls 
on their first Love 
Jones of t11e 2013-
2014 academic 




11:"tr Kevin Boehnlein 
Study abroad 
students return 
to Sama Clara 
U1 11versity and 
reflect on their 
ltme abroad 
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passed December 
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0 Danielle Velasco 
Father Engh, 
S.J , President of 
SCU. oilers an 
annual update 
during lhe Stale 
of the University 
address 
- ~~ -/_ ~ . . ,- ". 
'.: , , , . I 
FEBRUARY 28, 2014 
His t1oltness the Dala1 Lama speaks 10 a 
packed Leavey Center on the topic of ethics 
and compassion [ilip the page for morel I 
0 Courtesy of 
Trevor Wright 
Students 
perform m the 
annual Alpha 




MARCH 7, 2014 
Sy Stokes g ives 
a talk ,n honor 
of Black History 
month, where he 
discusses the 
need for diversity 
m institutions of 
higher learning. 
MARCH 8, 2014 
Santa Clara 
University 
puts on their 
annual Golden 
C ircle Theatre 
Gala, which 
raises mil lions 










recep1ent of the 
Presidential Medal 
of Freedom, 
speaks 1n Mayer 
Theatre 
APRIL 9, 2014 





IS !he third and 
final v1s1tor to 
SCU for the 2013-
14 Presidential 
Speaker series . 
DESIGNER: SAMIRA ALMENDRAS 
YEAR IN REVIEW 
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0 Malu Vellze 
The Dalai Lama 
sporting a Santa Clara 
University visor during 
his talk in the Leavey 
Center on February 
28th, 2014. 
HIS HOLIN ESS 
COMES TO SANTA 
CLARA 
THE DALAi LAMA TALKS ABOUT 
BUSINESS AND COMPASSION 
On February 24th Santa Clara University hosted His Holiness the 14th Dalai 
Lama for a conversation on business ethics and compassion. It was an 
honor to have His Holiness join our community in conversation about such a 
relevant topic here in the Silicon Valley. During his visit. the Dalai Lama gave 
speeches on two panels, one in the morning, which many SCU students 
attended and one in the afternoon. 
During the morning event His Holiness was joined by Lloyd Dean, president/ 
CEO of Dignity Health to talk about compassion in business. The afternoon 
event featured speeches from His Holiness; Monica Worline, a research 
fellow at the University of Michigan; Charles Geschke, co-founder of Adobe; 
and Jane Shaw, former chairman of the board of Intel. During the morning 
event, students and staff were very active on twitter, using the hashtag 
DalaiLamaSCU. Robert Boscacci '14 tweets, "His Holiness the Dalai Lama 
cracking funny jokes and dishing out wisdom for SCU students." 
The day centered on the conflict between business and compassion . The 
events with the Dalai Lama asked the Santa Clara community to think 
critically about how those two could fit together when they seem so different. 
The Dalai Lama reminded us that it is necessary to engage in compassion in 
one's life, so we can't separate compassion from business. Later in the day, a 
group of Santa Clara students were given the chance to meet the Dalai Lama 
and present him with a Santa Clara sweatshirt. He reminded those students, 
"You are the generation who will manage this world" and we are capable of 
bringing peace to this world. It was an event that the entire university will 
remember for years to come. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
The Dalai Lama smiles 
throughout the whole 
event, making the 
audience laugh. 
0 Ashley Cabrera 
His Holiness waves 
goodbye to students at 
the end of his morning 
talk. 
A VISIT FROM THE DALAi LAMA 
0 Malu Veltze 
Students from a local 
school offer the Dalai 
Lama prayer flags they 
made. 
0 Malu Veltze 
Students lined up as 
early as four hours 
before the event to hear 
the Dalal Lama speak in 




The digital yearbook is now 
available in the 
Apple App Store. Download 
it today, search Santa Clara 
University. 
.·~ 
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